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“Captain s Log
,
Stardate 4501.1150.

Kirk reporting. The Enterprise continues

her routine "watchdog
7

patrol of Klingon

Border Quadrant 16. Our patrol of
KBG15 was completed early in th e ship s

day, and the Astrogator on duty has en-

tered into the log our course for KBG16.

We are now in the thirty-second day of

this patrol. Commander Scott reports

that the problem causing power losses

from the warp engines has been repaired

again, but he urges a complete reworking

of the system at our first opportunity to

power down both engine units. Lt. Com-

mander Uhura reports that the USS
Faragui [sicJ made readings ofthree Kling-

on battle cruisers on the Klingon side of

the border at KBG78, but feels that they

are only maintaining their routine border

patrols, Kirk out”

So begins one of the adventures in

Star Trek — The Correspondence Game

,

one of the most interesting new games on

the play-by-mail scene.

With their new science fiction PBM,

Entertainment Concepts Inc. (EC I) pre-

sents players with the opportunity to

captain their own starship — either the

Enterprise herself or another comparable

Federation heavy cruiser. The game Is

role-playing in format, based on ECEs

earlier Silverdawn game system.

A player begins by signing up for

either the Enterprise or another ship

(which he may name). ECI responds with

the player kit, which contains:

• the Captain ’s Guide
,
an easy-to-read

24-page, 8W* x 11” booklet explaining

the Heavy Cruiser, potential Starfleet

missions, and the rules for submitting

orders to ECI,

• a Crew Roster, an 8W x 44*’ print-

out of the 400 crew members on your

starship, organized by ship sections. Each

crewman has a code number, ratings on

a scale of 1-10 for his Skill (profession),

Strength, Quickness, Endurance and

Intuition, and may or may not include

similar ratings for Combat, Diplomacy,

and General Knowledge. (James T. Kirk

is code 1, Skill 11, Strength 7, Quickness

1.0, Endurance 8, Intuition 10, Combat 8,

Diplomacy 9 and General Knowledge 9 —

on my printout, at least.)

• the Ship's Technical Description, list-

ing twenty ship systems (Bridge, Photon

Tubes, Life Support) and rating them

from 50 to 100 (and sometimes over

100 ... 100 is a “model” ship). The num-

ber reflects the chances of the system

operating under stress situations.

• and your first turn, a two-page com-

puter print out consisting of a Captain's

Log, current Starfleet orders, and a Nar-

rative presenting the current adventure.

The startling thing is that Star Trek is

a solitaire game! Although there may be

scores of other starship captains on dozens

of Enterprises or other starships, perhaps

in the exact same adventure, starships

do not have any interaction. Entertain-

ment Concepts Inc. has taken an old

play-by-mail tradition — that PBM games

can easily hold dozens or hundreds of

players in the same game — and success-

fully stood it on its head.

As for the Narratives themselves, since

the same adventure may be played by

hundreds of players now and in the

future, saying much about what ! have

seen would min their play. Players may

be presented with rescue missions, explor-

ation, investigation, military raids and

adventures, planetary defense missions,

diplomatic and relief expeditions* The

printout presents the facts which lead up

to the situation (you were on patrol when

a signal came in . .
. ), lists the known

facts, and breaks off when the player has

enough to make his decision.

“My fist slammed down on the inter-

com button on the arm of the com-

mand chair*

'

Scotty 1 That hunk of debris

coming across our bow — get a Reverse-

field tractor beam on that thing now!

Repel itV 1 stepped down and placed a

hand on Pav Chekov’s shoulder, trying to

steady my voice as I instructed, Mr.

Chehov
t

lock phasers again on that

chunk and, if the tractor beam doesn't

repel it, fire and maintain fire until it is

vaporized,
1

Then to Sulu I said, Mr, Su lu,

put every ounce of impulse power to

work and come about - try to get out

of the path of that thing, or at least

present the smallest possible target for

it/ . . . I turned back to face LCDR
Uhura, whose eyes were fixed on the

viewscreen watching that debris heading

for our path . Mr. Uhura
,
pipe to all

decks: This is Captain Kirk - damage

control
,
stand by all sections * All decks

stand by for possible impact* Kirk out/

* * * Kirk out
,
I thought Utterly. Out of

solutions, out of answers, out of time
,

out of luck. ”

-Karen Rhodes, player orders

(as published in Priority One

)

Players' orders need not be as clever

as those written by Miss Rhodes, though

the games do become more fun as you

throw yourself into it. Orders are limited

to three text pages or 800 words, and are

supposed to be divided into four parts:

Recommended Promotions and Decora-

tions, Ship Repairs and Maintenance

Instructions, After the Fact Precautions,

and Narrative Orders. (In practice,

you will seldom need most parts on the

average turn,)

Precautions “after the fact” deserve a

few words. Occasionally, the Gamem aster

will take action for you — for instance,

sending a landing party to rescue plague

victims from a strange world. Players

may give the full orders that they would

have given if they had die chance — in the
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case cited, perhaps stating that the plague

victims were immediately placed in

quarantine and that the landing party

wore sealed environment suits.

On the first turn, a player must also

name any aliens (Vulcans, Andorians,

Tellarites and Avians) and, if he does

not command the Enterprise, name his

Command Officers,

Technical Equipment Sheets are pro-

vided in case a player desires a piece

of equipment not covered in the Captain's

Guide — he may submit an outline and

hope for Game master approval.

ECI will respond within two to three

weeks with a new two-page computer-

printed Narrative plus a Status Report

sheet covering crew injuries and casual-

ties, ship section efficiency (1-100%)

and condition (Green/Yellow/Red), and

Alert Status. The new material will begin

with the same adventure title, followed

by a chapter number indicating how
many turns youVe spent on this adven-

ture so far.

This, in a nutshell* is Star Trek — The

Correspondence Game

.

Players go from

adventure to adventure, submitting orders

and receiving turns. There are no dead-

lines, so players can take as long as they

like to decide on their actions. The turns

always cost the same amount, regardless

of special actions or predicaments. A
simple newssheet, Priority One

,
provides

players with a monthly page of new
technical equipment, excerpts from actual

player orders, answers to questions,

contests, and background information on

alien races and cultures.

“Then the Enterprise made a tight

turn and flashed across the enemy ship
S

s

course . Precisely timed, the phasers

shot out their beams ofdestructions [sicJ.
The other ship shuddered from the

force of the blow, and the second burst

of phaser fire broke thru / The ship

lurched off its course and went dark for

a moment before the emergency batteries

took over and shone a dim red glow thru

its ports.
4

‘Kirk again went into action. ‘Trans-

porter room f
get busy on those assault

teams!”

Star Trek printout

The Star Trek game system cannot be

faulted in its performance — the Game-
mas ter-with-computer system seems to

cover all problems, and there were no
glitches that I could find. Rules glitches,

that is.

The only complaint I have is in the

way player orders are implemented. Four

examples from my experience

:

• Encountering two unknown vessels,

i ordered two landing parties to board the

one vessel. The other vessel I left alone.

The Gamemas ter, however, placed a third

landing party on the vessel 1 wanted to

leave alone. That landing party later

became trapped by hostile aliens.

• I ordered Captain Kirk to beam
down with a landing party. He instead

remained on the bridge.

• Going into battle, 1 gave orders to

fight at long range with photon torpedoes

(my best-rated weapon). Instead, the

Enterprise closed to short range and used

phaser fire. The portion of the enemy
ship I ordered targeted for special de-

struction was instead left untouched.

• At the end of one adventure, Kirk

was given the opportunity to obtain a

secret weapon in return for violating Star-

fleet orders. Rather than presenting me
with the decision, the printout merely

informed me that my Kirk had agreed to

the violation.

Some of the problems can perhaps be

explained. The extra landing party led

to further developments in the adventure

which 1 might otherwise have missed.

The altered fighting orders allowed me
to capture an enemy vessel virtually

intact. Kirk's decision which was made
for me was the decision I would probably

have made, if 1 had been given the oppor-

tunity. As for Captain Kirk remaining

on the bridge, 1 imagine that the com-

puter program did not have my option

programmed into it.

Nevertheless, the gamemastering prob-

lems in Star Tre/rmar an otherwise excel-

lent game. I felt boxed in at times, and

at other times wondered if my orders

really counted. It was still fun, but less of

a real game.

Yet Star Trek — The Correspondence

Game is also a pioneering effort that may
lead to an entirely new type of play-by-

mail game — the solitaire role-playing

adventure. Such a game is easier to run

than a multi-player game, more efficient

since the same adventure can be used

repeatedly, and has the potential to be a

fiction-quality experience. When play-by-

mail games finally break into the play-

by-computer (play-by-telephone) market,

such games as Star Trek may be leading

the way.

Unfortunately, Star Trek needs tinker-

ing with in order to reach its full potential.

Star Trek — The Correspondence Game
is by Entertainment Concepts Inc . T

6923
Pleasant Drive, Charlotte

; NC 2821f un-

der exclusive license from Paramount.

Player kit
, $6. Turns

t $4 each

.

f^
Additional starships, $4 each . JU

a galactic scale space
conquest PBM game

• Design all ships that make up your star fleet

• Move some, none, or all of your units in a single turn
• Full color maps
• Reports are color enhanced
• Form alliances, negotiate deals [and break them!)
• Moderated by computer AND humans!

BASIC GAME
Set-up and pre-move. , .7. DO First move 3.00
Rulebook 1 0.00 Each move thereafter . . .3.00

TO GET STARTED, SEND $20 TO:

^ X\ SAPPS B CAPPS
1

1 A R0 bJ- 280237 • Dallas, TX 75228
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Aberrations

in

COSMIC
ENCOUNTER

aberration (ab-e-ra-shen), nt 2, deviation

from a standard or ordinary type; abnormal

structure or development

Cosmic Encounter is a game of chance,

strategy, diplomacy, and, most of all confu-

sion. Yet amid expansion sets and backstabbing

turmoil, the game retains its playability. This is

the mark of a game that will never die.

Both of the following variants work best

with three or more players, though they arc-

playable with two opponents. These variants

will refer to game components such as moons,

lucre, or kickers from the Expansion Sets, This

docs not necessarily imply that a given set is

required for play of the variant system.

Galactic Expansion

This variant represents the spread of the

alien races when each was still young and unde-

veloped. These- are expanding races, and every-

one begins the game as an expanding player.

Eventually, each race will develop to its full

potential and become established. The pace of

this growth varies, and the necessary criteria

to becoming established are detailed below.

Game Preparation : Each player begins the

game as an expanding player. He gets a system

hex and a star disc
,
which should be placed in

the system white side up; it will be flipped

when the player becomes established. Moons
are set up but not looked at, even by the

player wrho owns them; they will be revealed

normally when occupied* Each player starts the

game writh six lucre ,
but no income. Once those

six lucre are gone, the player is broke until he

becomes established. Eight tokens of each

player are placed amongst any four planets in

the player's system. Finally, alien powers are

determined in the usual manner, but each is

set aside, not used while the player is still ex-

panding* We found the Hidden Power variation

described in the rules to be especially fun with

this variant.

The Play : Each player is dealt a seven-card

hand and play occurs almost normally. Expand-

ing players do not get a lucre income and may
not use their alien powrers. The major exception

to standard play is the Expansion Rule, which

symbolizes the young and poor races’ suscep-

tibility to high warfare costs and the accessibility

of planets to inferior warp drives. The Expan-

sion Rule decrees that as an offensive challenger,

the expanding player must attack a planet on

which the defensive player, as indicated by the

destiny pile, has a base, unless his own color

came up in the destiny pile, and unless the

offensive expanding player plays an attack card

of 1 S or greater, in which case he may attack

any planet or moon in the system. As play

proceeds, each time a player wins a challenge as

main player, whether offensive or defensive, he

may bring one or two of his offboard tokens

into play. These tokens are placed anywhere

the player has a base.

An expanding player cannot win the game.

The winner is the player to become established

and then fulfill game victory conditions* An
established player is a player who has all eight

offboard tokens in play and has bases on all

five of his system’s planets - i.e., to become

established, a player must win at least four

challenges and have bases on all of his home
planets. Once established, a player flips his star

disc over. At this point he may (1) look at the

moons in his system, (2) gain a standard lucre

income, (3) reveal and use Ms alien power

(subject to standard rules), and (4) ignore the

Expansion Rule, since he is now a fully devel-

oped power and threat to the Cosmos. Once a

player is established, he remains so, even if he

loses his home planets*

Bigotry

This Cosmic Encounter variant is a direct

reversal of the standard game. Rather than at-

tempting to gain five bases outside of his

system and thus spread across the universe,

each player is trying to rid his beloved system

of encroaching races. Players set up by distrib-

uting ten of their tokens among any of their

opposition’s planets, with at least two tokens

per system. After all players have distributed

their ten tokens, each places his remaining ten

on any planets he wishes in his home system.

The game is then carried out normally, with

a simple change of the victory condition. The

winner is the player who first rids his system,

including moons, of all other players’ tokens*

This is regardless of the number of external

bases a player may have.

Do not use this variant with the Dictator,

the Will, or other powers that ignore the

destiny pile.
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Other Alterations

A simple variation which changes the game-

dramatic ally is to require the winner to have

not only five external bases, but bases on all

five of his home planets as well. This rule is

more than just an application of the Schizoid’s

power, for it alters play greatly. Defense be-

comes more important and the Rebirth edict a

very useful commodity. This variation tends to

lengthen game time and, consequently, makes

the game more bloodthirsty.

The variants described above can be com-

bined with each other and the standard rules to

create a large variety of unique games. For

instance, one could add the five-home-planets

win condition to the Galactic Expansion

variant. Or combine Galactic Expansion and
Bigotry, requiring players to win as per Bigotry

once they have become established.

A seven th-player variant is possible with the

advent of the Cosmic Encounter Expansion

Set 7. Instead of using the Zilch or Shark, as

described in Expansion Set 4, a seventh player

could be the Warpish, a race which sets up

around the warp rather than on a planet hex.

This, however, calls for an additional token set.

Token and disc sets are available from Eon for

$1.50, but will have to be spray-painted a dif-

ferent color (gloss black looks nice) before the

tokens are punched out. Other games have sets

similar to the Cosmic Encounter tokens:

Avalon Hill’s Dune has nearly identical counters.

Or, one can make the tokens by hand; washers

makegood templates for cutting.

New Powers

Fisher — You have the power to net. At the

start of your challenge, you may ask a player

for a type of card (edict, flare, kicker, Z-edict,

attack, or compromise). He must then show
you all such cards he has in his hand. You then

choose one of these cards for your own. When
asking for attack cards, you must specify a

numeric range with a spread of no greater than

five (be,, "Attack cards from 11 to 16”). Do
not use in a two-player game.

Ghoul — You have the power to plunder ,

When you are involved in a challenge as amain
player or ally and your side wins, you gain a

bonus for each token (player or ally, friend or

foe) that went to the warp (or void) during the

challenge for whatever reason. The bonus takes

the form of a card from the deck, a token from
the warp, or a lucre from the box.

Spore — You have the power of conveyance ,

At the start of each player’s turn, if you have

tokens in the warp, you may attempt to make
that player your carrier host. You declare the

attempt and play is suspended while a challenge

is carried out between you and the possible

carrier. You each play a challenge card; your

tokens in tire warp are totaled into your attack,

but your opponent does not get this bonus. No
allies are allowed. If you win, the host must
release one- of your tokens (rather than his own)
at the start of his challenge. Your token then

accompanies him into the challenge. If your

carrier has no tokens in the warp, he still re-

leases one of yours.

In addition to these new powers, I have

listed some notes concerning Steve Jackson’s

article "New Characters for Cosmic Encounter”

in Space Gamer 57, 1982.

Diplomat - Diplomat should be renamed
Turncoat to avoid confusion with the Eon
power of that name from Expansion Set 2. Do
not use in a two-player game.

Teleport - Do not use in a game with the

Dictator or the Will.

Blade — Do not use in a game with either

the Magnet or the Crystal.

Card Addendum
Galactic Zap: The Cosmic Encounter

rules say that Cosmic Zap stops the use of

powers, and powers alone. Recently, Expansion

Set 8 was released; it included the Flarczap,

an edict used to stop the use of flares. This

leaves moons and other edicts uncovered (al-

though there is a Moonzap moon). Thus, we
present the Galactic Zap. This edict is played

to prevent the use of a moon or the play of

another edict. If used on a moon, all tokens on

that moon must be transferred to other bases.

If used on an edict, both cards are discarded.

An alternate method to the Galactic Zap is

to create a Moonzap edict which, when played,

prevents a moon power from being used and

causes all tokens to be relocated off of that

moon. To prevent the use of edicts, a newline

of edicts is created, the Z-edicts. Each new
Z-cdict is played on an edict, both cards arc dis-

carded.

AH zap cards are covered by the Unzap, an

Eon edict from Expansion Set 8, The Unzap

should be classified as a Z-edict and it is sug-

gested that you make another Unzap to bal-

ance the new zaps, "And what stops the use of

a Z-edict?” you ask. Why, an Unzap, of course.

The Z-e diets:

Antidote -- A serum which combats The
Plague before the evil disease spreads too far.

Certificate of Merit — What promised to be

a great reward is revealed as hollow and empty:

Victory Boon is worthless.

Conviction - Strong beliefs override any

attempt at Emotion Control.

Famine — The invaders* rape of the land

causes the new Rebirth settlements to starve

and fail.

Illusion — Tire sought-for card is just a

figment in the imagination of the Finder.

Macroscope — The intimidating confusion

of the Cosmos destroys Sanity.

Overload — Weak fuses cause the Force

Field to collapse.

Paradox — Some say time is a cycle and

events cannot be changed; thus, Timegash is

useless*

Rush Hour - The mad dash of panicky

tokens from the warp jams the Mobius Tubes

and Warp Break while they are open.

Sieve — Cupped hands make a poor vessel;

the cards of the Keeper dribble through his

fingers.

The Brownian Card: This is a wild card and

does not fit under any category - it is not. sus^

ceptiblc to the Plague or Fisher power. With its

random ways, the Brownian Card can serve as

any of the following cards: Cosmic Zap/Unzap,

Emotion Control/Conviction, Force Field/Over-

load, Mobius Tubes/Rush Hour, The Plague/

Antidote, Stellar Gas/Halogens, Rebirth/Fam-

ine, Timegash/Paradox
,
Victory Boon/Certificate

of Merit, Finder /IFusion, Keeper/Sieve, Sanity/



Macroscope, Warp Break, Flarezap, Moonzap,

Galactic Zap, a Kicker 2, an Attack 30, an

Attack 3, or a Compromise card.

New Moons

In Expansion Set 5, The Moons, Eon has

left five out of their 100 moons blank and

called them New Moons, What does a game
owner do with those moons? Here are some

ideas to fill in the blanks.

96. Entropy (I): The player(s) with the

greatest number of external bases lose(s) one

of them (his choice). Tokens are transferred

to other bases.

97* Moon Dance (C); Treat this moon like

the Moon Wraith (#87), except tokens on the

victimized planet are placed on the moon and

this moon can be attacked while on a planet,

98. Snare (S): You may not voluntarily

remove your base from this moon. You must

continue to occupy it until you lose it to an

attacker or are removed by some power.

99* Axis (C): While this moon is occupied,

challenges will be “rotated,” When the cards

are revealed, the numbers on die attack card(s)

are added. If the result is even, the challenge is

played normally. However, if Hie total is odd,

the attack cone rotates 180 degrees and any

tokens in the offensive end are spewed into the

warp. To fill this vacuum, all tokens on the

attacked planet arc sucked into the offensive

end and they begin a challenge with the original

defensive player as main player. Defensive ally

tokens remain on the rotating cone* Discard

this moon after the first rotation occurs.

100* Pearly Gates (C): While this moon is

occupied, any tokens normally sent to the warp

{or void) are instead flipped to reveal the white

side and placed on the central hex outside the

warp. At the start of his turn, each player may
load the attack cone with one or two angel

tokens in addition to his usual forces. Losing

angel tokens go to the warp (or void) and enter

normal play. Those on a planet aid the current

defensive player. Angel tokens do not assume

alien powers such as Macron or Virus and are

neutral towards game victory conditions.

Flare Interpolation

The following flares are for alien powers

from various sources that were not published

with flare powers. The first two are from the

seventh and eighth player powers from Expan-

sion Set 4, most are from Steve Jackson (again,

Space Gamer 57), and the last three are from

this article.

Zilch — Power to Kibitz, Wild: If you arc

not involved in a challenge as main player or

ally, you may look at the hands of the main

players and suggest a play to one of them*

Super: None.

Shark — Power of Hunger. Wild: Before

your first challenge of a turn, you may exchange

one game factor (tokens, power, hand, moons,

lucre) with another player* Super: None.

Apostle — Power to Convert Wild: You
may take one token of another player into the

attack cone with you. This token must come
from a planet on which you both share a base

and is not considered an ally* Taking it may not

strip him of a base. Super: At the start of your

turn, you may convert all tokens on a planet

at once, subject to normal restrictions.

Turncoat - Power to Shift. Wild: If you are

an ally on the losing side of a challenge, you

may save tokens from the warp by allowing the

winning main player to draw a card from your

hand for each token to be saved. Super: When
you join an alliance and your side loses, you

may convert all tokens on a planet at once,

subject to normal restrictions,

Swaim - Power of Synergy. Wild: Your
tokens are each worth VA times their number
(round down). Thus, one token Is worth 1,

and four are worth 6. Super: You may use any

oi all of your ally's powers during a challenge.

Twit ~ Power to Annoy. Wild: You may
verbally harass players in the game by mimick-

ing them, bragging about your playing, etc., in a

high, nasal voice. If any player responds nega-

tively he loses a token to the warp (his choice).

Super: You may enter any challenge as an aily,

uninvited, and nothing except Flarezap can

prevent you.

Angel — Power of Love. Wild: Whenever

you play a compromise card in a challenge, the

result is a compromise and you must make a

deal, regardless of your opponent's play. Super:

If both you and your opponent play compro-

mise cards (you must reveal yours) it is counted

as a winning attack for you, no deals are made.

Fog — Power to Conceal. Wild: You need

not abide revealing powers, such as the Mind,

the Finder edict, or the Moonburst moon (#62),

Super: Your powrcr to conceal applies when
you are attacking as well as defending.

Berserker — Power of Fear. Wild : As a main

player in a challenge, you may frighten one

token of your opponent's allies away* Super:

In their berserk rage, each of your tokens

counts as two in offensive challenges*

Wizard - Power of Illusion. Wild: You may
increase or decrease the value of your oppo-

nent's attack card by 5. Super: You may create

illusory forces. For each token you have as

defensive player in a challenge, you may add

another from other bases or the warp. Though
counted in the challenge, these illusory tokens

arc not affected by the outcome; they are

afterward returned to their origins.

Teleport — Power to Evade. Wild: If you are

challenged on a planet which has other play-

er's bases, you may make your challenger

attack one of the- others (his choice) by discard-

ing a card. Super: When you evade, rather than

a token going to the warp, it goes to the system

to which your opponent was sent. If you do

not have a base in this system, then the token is

lost to the warp*

Stone — Power to Endure. Wild: As losing

defensive player in a challenge, if you had more

than one token on the lost base you may leave

one token on that base. Super: Your endurance

power applies to offensive challenges also, and,

when sending half your tokens to the warp,

round down instead of up.

Blade — Power to Divide. Wild: The value

of your opponent's attack card is divided by 2.

Super: After cards are played but before they

are revealed, you may, as a main player, declare

0
I

NOW! - REALISTIC SPACES
THE ONIY PLANSYSTEM FOR THE DISCRIMINA TING FRP GAMER
*. WITH NATURAL CA VES & CAVERNS AS WELL ASDUNGEONS

In four complementary but independent sets (Labyrinthine

or Spa pious Dungeons, and Tortuous or Cavernous Caves)
- each containing twenty full-size sheets of d
pre-drawn ready-tg- cut-out pieces with

4i
endless passages, spaces and features.

infinite variety in size and layout of spaces;

compatible with all FRP games to any scale;

control of light and 'perfect memory' effect;

ideal for random or pre-designed play;

can be used again and again - and again!

Mm

(ENDLESS PLANS (DUNGEONS
AND CAVES)
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“one on one*” This divides both sides
1

forces.

The attack total for each side is divided by the

number of tokens (including allies) on that

side (round up). This split attack is then used

to determine the challenge outcome.
Blivit - Power to Confuse. Wild; If you are

not involved in a challenge you may, just before

cards are played, send the attack cone to

another system as determined by the destiny

pile* but the same player is attacked there. If

the defending player does not have a base in the

new system, another disc is turned. You lose

one token for each destiny disc turned beyond
the first. Super: When yon are offensive player,

yon may, after allies axe chosen but before

cards are played, attack a different base on the

same planet*

Fisher — Power to Net. Wild : At the start of

your challenge, you may draw a card from the

hand of any one player. Super: At the start of
your turn, you may reveal the top card of the

deck. Each player must then give you one card

from his hand of the same type* If you reveal

an attack card, specify a range of 5 in which
that card fits. The revealed card is then dis-

carded, unused.

Ghoul — Power to Plunder. Wild; If you are

involved on the winning side of a challenge you
may draw one card from the losing player’s

hand for every token you had in the challenge.

Super: If you are the winning main player, take

an additional bonus from any players on the

losing side for each token you had in the chal-

lenge (tokens can be taken from the warp or

from a token-stealing power like the Void)*

Spore — Power of Conveyance. Wild * If you
give one or more attack cards to the offensive

player in a challenge, he must accept one of

your tokens for each card given as allies* Super:

If you gain a carrier host, you may add up to

three tokens from bases into the attack cone.

Ally-stopping powers or Force Field cannot

stop you.

All these flares and new Z-e diets will require

you to make cards before play. Blank cards

which can be typed on (yes, the flare descrip-

tions will fit if typed single-space with an elite

typewriter) are available from Eon for 20 cents

each. Cards and token and disc sets (specify

color) can be ordered from Eon Products, Inc,,

RFD 2, Sheldon Rd., Baxre, MA 01005. (Include

52.00 for shipping; Massachusetts residents add
5% tax.)

A cheaper but more complicated process

can be used for the flare cards. Begin by assign-

ing a specific card from the regular deck to a

cardless flare power (“Attack 1

2

is the Ghoul
flare”). Shuffle these cards into the flare deck
and deal out flares normally to determine

player powers. Then, using flares that weren’t

dealt out, replace the regular cards that were
(“Now the Zombie flare is the Ghoul flare”),

A list of these conversions should be clearly

posted where everyone can clearly see it — we
can’t have Boh trying to use the Plant wild

flare when it’s really the Twit flare. These flares

and the regular cards used before are shuffled

into the playing deck and the game proceeds
normally (or as normal as a Cosmic Encounter
game can be),

aberration (ab-e-rashen), n. 3. temporary
mental disorder.

Thanks to the Island Play testers: Adam
DiG leria

,
Ken Dav is, Jim and Pam £g"

Frederickson
t
Eric ‘Gambier” Green. i9mM

JFeuhal IQnrha

The first pbm game of
economic development

,

military conquest, and
medieval intrigue

FEUDAL LORDS is a computer-

moderated correspondence game in

which up to 15 players vie to become

King of Arthurian England.

You
t
as head of a fiefdom, have 30

types of military, economic, and
diplomatic orders available.

- You provide for your knights,

townspeople and peasants.

- You may make an assortment of
investments to build your economic
and military base.

- You can acquire vassals and
influence through force or diplomacy

- You can spy on other fiefdo ms.

CAN YOUBECOME THE NEXTKING?

GRAAF SIMULATIONS
27530 Harper

St. Clair Shores, MI
48081

ENTRY: $10,00 for the rulebook, set-up,

and first three turns; S2,50 per turn.

RULEBOOK only: $2*50

YOU ARE IN COMMAND! ! !

Star Trek is a trademark of Paramount Pictures Corporation and is used under exclusive license. Copyright ©1982 Paramount Pictures Corporation.

All rights reserved. FASA Corporation P.O. Box 6930 Chicago IL 60680.



Interstellar Wars is the first science*

fiction offering from a new adventure

game publisher: Attaclix/Emithill, a Brit-

ish company. The game's high physical

quality and relatively good distribution

reflect how far the British game industry

has come; the $20 price tag indicates how

expensive imports can be.

Interstellar Wars is a two-player

strategic game of galactic empires in

conflict. The map depicts the Akiri

Empire, divided into seven provinces, and

portions of four provinces of the Sende

Empire. The two empires are clashing

over the control of forty star systems

connected by a web of transit routes.

Each player fields a fleet of starships,

including scouts, fighters, stellar cruisers

and galactic cruisers, A main feature of

the game is the relatively detailed set of

rules for handling fleet battles.

While I found the game’s components

to not quite justify the substantial asking

price, they are first-rate. The map boards

are mounted and backed (like Avalon Hill

boards used to be) and measure 16” by

2314” when butted together. Each of the

star systems bears a name and factors for

defense and refueling capacity. The

game's one hundred counters are equally

attractive. They are large-sized (5/8”

square) and bear attack and defense

factors, a stylized ship symbol denoting

one of the four classes of ships in the

game, an identification number, and (in

the case of command ships) stacking

value and stacking/combat bonus. The

counters are back-printed to denote an

unfueled status when using the more

advanced rules, A single counter serves as

a marker to indicate in which star system

a battle is taking place.

The components are rounded out with

an eight-page rules booklet, which is

divided into basic, intermediate, and

advanced rules, illustrated with examples

of play, and contains the orders of battle

for the various scenarios. The game also

includes a six-sided die. All of the above

materials come in a game box, flashily

illustrated with a montage of starships in

combat and the rather stern visage of a

space-suited figure.

From its transit routes (jump lines) to

its fleet lines of battle, Interstellar Wars

in many ways seems modeled after

Imperium
,
the classic science fiction game

from GDW, What remains to be seen is

whether this game can also bring together

the elements of strategic movement,

tactical fleet combat, stellar economics,

and contextual considerations in a grand

strategic game.

The spacecraft represented in the game

are divided into four classes: scouts,

fighters, stellar cruisers and galactic

cruisers. The first two types are referred

to as “light” units and may move farther

than heavy units (the two cruiser classes)

and engage in skirmish fighting during

fleet battles. As one may expect, light

units generally have both lower attack

and defense factors than cruisers.

Jn the movement phase, starships

move along transit routes from star to

star; light units may move two stars,

heavy units only one. In the basic rules,

movement is as simple as that, but under

the intermediate rules the complication

of refueling is added. After movement,

ships must refuel in the system to which

they have moved, using that system’s

refueling capacity (which is measured

in die number of ships that may refuel

per turn in that system). However, a

system must be controlled to use its

refueling capacity, necessitating that the

attacker be victorious in order to refuel.

Tire interconnecting web of star systems

gives some systems key strategic impor-

tance, acting as choke points and/or hubs

for movement purposes, while the fuel

rules force the players to plan their

offensives carefully

.

In the basic game, ships may only

stack three per system (for some inad-

equately justified reason) making for

rather small engagements. This is rectified

in the later .rules by the use of command
ships — ships within each class that, in

addition to their normal combat and

movement capabilities, can increase the

stacking capacity of a system consider-

ably, up to eight or nine ships. Fleets are

formed around these command ships,

which, in addition to their increased

stacking ability, have a bonus that can be

used to further increase stacking or adjust

die rolls in the combat phase. The inop-

portune loss of a command ship during a

battle can tip the scales decisively and

often blunt any offensive.

It is clear, however, that the most

interesting feature of Interstellar Wars
,

and that section to which the uncredited

designer(s) have devoted the greater part

of their energies, is the body of rules

dealing with fleet combat. It seems that

the intent was to create a combat pro-

cedure for a strategic game that retained a

tactical flavor and gave the players the

impression of great lines of starships

coming together and exchanging salvos of

missiles and energy weapons fire.

When ships of the opposing players are

in the same system, the combat procedure

is initiated. This begins with a process of

skirmish combat. Light and heavy units

are differentiated in the game not only by

their combat values, but by the roles they

play during combat. Only light units

participate in skirmish combat, forming

—8—



skirmish lines and exchanging fire. The
player with the fewest units places them
in a line, and then the opposing player

pairs his units with this line, placing any

extra ships in a second line* Combat then

takes place with each of the ships in a

pair firing at one another, A die roll is

made for each ship, adding its combat
factor to the result; if the total exceeds

the defense factor of the target, it is

destroyed. Both vessels may fire before

any losses are taken* Ships in the second

line fire and are fired upon with a favor-

able die modifier. Skirmish combat
rounds continue until one side or the

other disengages, by either retiring on
its bat tiefleet (any heavy units in the

system) or withdrawing from the system

entirely* If light units fall back on their

fleet cruisers, then battlelines are formed
once again, this time with the big ships

participating, in the combat*
In the intermediate and advanced

games, this combat process is modified

by requiring ships to line up in the order

of their identification number, ensuring

that like units fire at one another. The
fleet engagements are considerably more
interesting in these later sets of rules due

to the fact that command ships allow

larger stacks of ships, and thus bigger bat-

tles, and their combat bonus adds a useful

option to the combat process. The

advanced rules offer a truly innovative set

of guidelines on combat tactics. Using

this optional rule, each participant in

a battle chooses from a list of combat

tactics, either conventional attack and

rapid advance {for the attacker) or con-

ventional defense, counter-attack, and

delay (for the defender)* The intersection

of the two options determines the nature

of the battle, such as die modifiers

for combat, retreats, when and if battle-

fleet lines are formed.

Conversely, economic aspects of stra-

tegic space warfare are glossed over.

There is no production per se, but instead

a rather simple system of replacement. In

the basic game, the players may replace a

destroyed unit for every provincial capital

they control* While a bit simplistic, this

method at least ties the replacement of

ships to the control of star systems,

ostensibly the prizes to be won in the

conflict. The intermediate game substi-

tutes a die roll to determine the number
of units that may be replaced per turn;

capitals serve only as staging areas for the

incoming units. The replacement system

works out all right in play, but it’s unfor-

tunate that economics couidiTt be worked
into the game in a more meaningful way.

Victory conditions in Interstellar Wars

depend on the scenario being played.

Since all of the scenarios postulate an

attack by the Sende Empire on the

Akiri Empire, territory and the destruc-

tion of enemy units figure prominently

in determining victory. Most of the ter-

ritory on the board is Akiri, the few

Sende systems serving mainly as the

jumping off points for the attack, and the

battle is usually for control of the Akiri

Empire's systems* Provincial capitals are

the usual determinants of victory, though

a sudden-death loss can occur if a player

has too many eliminated units.

Interstellar Wars is not without chrome

.

In the intermediate and advanced games,

star systems have intrinsic defense and
attack factors and must be assaulted by
the attacker to gain control. Other rules

include the Pirates of Hamrinon, who
serve as either impediments to movement
through their system or, optionally, as

contributors to the controlling player’s

forces* In the intermediate game, the

beleaguered Akiri player can call in the

reserves, in the form of a Strategic Patrol

Force, should the situation be dire enough.

On the whole, however, Interstellar

Wars seems to lack something* One pos-

sible answer is the absence of background
to the situation* We are told that the

Sende Empire is invading the Akiri

Empire, but that's about all we know. We
can assume that greed and territory are

the motives, but a little more background

on the origins of the war would have been

appreciated* This lack of contextual

information made it difficult for me to

get very interested in the situation or the

sides involved*

Perhaps a more important problem is

the fact that most of the rules serve as

rather insubstantial supports to the fleet

combat system. This aspect of the game is

certainly the most interesting and repre-

sents significant development in this area

of game mechanics* The skirmish and

battleline combats give the feel of a tac-

tical engagement, but this is not enough.

Interstellar Wars is a strategic game, in the

final analysis, and in this capacity it is

professional but colorless, playable but

less than exciting. Considering the cost,

there are more intriguing and interesting

games to spend 20 bucks on*

As a first SF game from a new com-

pany, Interstellar Wars is adequate, but

not outstanding. It certainly avoids the

appellation of “turkey
51 — but it bits wide

of the “classic” mark as wejl.

Interstellar Wars (Attactix); $20.00*

No designer listed Components include

an eight-page rules book
,
a 16" x 2314"

full-color
, mounted mapboard in two

sections, 100 die-cut counters
,
one die,

boxed. Two players; two to three g* m*
hours . Published 1 982 * 311
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The Finagle
Fiasco

fiction by Don Sabers

Yes, I remember the Murphy episode.

Of course, I was not Grand Master of

Euler at the time - I was only Assistant

Christensen Professor of Topology. Still,

1 don’t suppose anyone will ever forget

that time, when the Math Institute here

on Euler was all that stood between

the Galaxy and total domination by a

sadistic megalomaniac.

What's that? Oh, yes, 1 know the

Psychology Institute has done penance

for allowing Khar-Davii to take over. And

I understand that they say it can never

happen again. Well, I wonder — psychology

is not of course an exact discipline, like

math

,

Eh? Yes, the Murphy episode. As 1

recall, it was shortly after the spring term

had begun. I had trouble with some of

my displays; the Twenty-Dimension Sim-

ulator had developed a singularity, and

simply would not accept fields with more

than eighty operations. Maintenance told

me that the entire system would have to

be shut down for reprogramming, and I

went to the Grand Master for approval.

She was conversing on the hyperwave;

I waited until she was done. In due time

she opened the privacy hood and smiled

at me, "Ah, Professor Yagwn. How are

you?”

“Fine, Madam. And yourself?”

She sighed. “I could be better, Yagwn.

You’ve heard of this Khar-Davii, who

calls himself the Conqueror? Well, it

appears that he has taken over the Galac-

tic Council and killed the Co-ordinator.

He has proclaimed himself Monarch of

Humanity, and the inhabited worlds are

falling all over their own feet to surrender

to him.”

I recalled hearing something about the

matter on the news. "Are his weapons

that formidable?”

"Apparently so. Euler is the only

planet that has not yielded, I was just

talking with the outlying Galactic Traffic

station - Klmr-Davifs fleet is even now
heading toward this world.” She glanced

at a data screen on her desk. “Ah, excuse

me. The fleet has arrived. We are sun

rounded.”

I had no opportunity to voice an

opinion. There was a bright flash of light,

and suddenly the image of a corpulent

human man appeared in the center of the

Grand Master’s office. Behind him were

banks of machinery tended by warriors

in full battle dress.

"I am Khar-Davii, the Conqueror.

Your miserable planet has refused to

accept my rule. You will surrender to me

now or I will destroy your world.”

1 suppressed a grin; the Grand Master

did not bother to hide her amusement. “I

hardly think it is a miserable world. T

rather like it. Conqueror, your plan of

conquest would interfere with our spring

term, and I’m sure that the commotion

would upset many of our scholars.”

Khar-Davii narrowed his brows, “As

I was told - you are totally out of touch

with the real universe. Mathematicians

and philosophers - not a practical being

in the bunch.”

The Grand Master lost her smile. One

thing that always bothered her was the

accusation that Euler was out of touch

with reality . To her, math was the highest

form of reality. She stood and faced Khar-

Davii.

"My dear Conqueror, I will not allow

you to bother Euler. If you wish to

attack, then do so — but let me show you

something of our defenses first.” She

touched a button, and a screen behind

her showed the image of a great cannon.

I drew in my breath sharply at the sight.

“.And what is that machine, Grand

Master?” Khar-Davii asked with a smile.

"Will it shoot strings of numbers at us?”

The Grand Master answered with

another smile. “No doubt. Conqueror,

a man with your military background has

heard of the Murphy laws? That which

can go wrong, will go wrong. Here we

have them formulated as a theorem, and

implemented as a weapon.”

“And this is your defense?”

She spread her hands and regarded him

as though he were a simpleton — which

seemed readily apparent. “Long ago we

investigated the Murphy Laws complete-

ly. This Machine amplifies their effects.

If you attack us, your guns will fail to

fire, your ships will suffer instrument

breakdowns, your most trusted officers

will trip and accidentally sound recall

orders. You could never beat us.”

Khar-Davii dissolved in a fit of laugh-

ter. "My fleet has been listening to this

conversation - now they know what

‘terrible weapon
5

Euler will use against

them ” He stopped chuckling. “Grand

Master, prepare for your death. Fleet —

Attack!”
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The attack did not last long-

Since 1 had a little time to spare, I

watched it on the viewscreens from the

Grand Master’s office. After twenty

minutes or so, only the Conqueror’s

flagship was left in fighting condition.

It was not too long afterward that

Khar-Davifs image reappeared in the

office. The Conqueror was harried and

bedraggled, and there was fear in his

eyes.

“Can I help you, Conqueror?” the

Grand Master asked.

“Enough. Enough. Turn off that

machine* We will sue for peace. I will

not attack your planet any more.”

“Fine.” She pressed another button,

“Your treaty has been logged. We have

other weapons that wr

e can use against

you, should you try to break your word.

I will thank you now to take the rem-

nants of your fleet away without bother-

ing us . . . we have important work to do.”

“You will not try to prevent me from

ruling the Galaxy? Your Murphy Machine

is a more formidable weapon than any f

possess.”

She smiled. “Poor, poor Conqueror.

You should have taken more mathematics

classes. Deductive reasoning would have

helped you. The Murphy Machine worked

perfectly — as soon as it was turned on,

things started to go wrong. The first

problem that developed was the failure

of the Machine itself.”

“Failure . .
.?”

“Yes,” She laughed. “It was the super-

stition of your crews that defeated you,

Khar-Davii. They believed that they could

not win, and so they did not
”

Khar-Davii snarled, and his image

vanished. Viewscreens showed his ships

limping away from Euler.

“We shall have no more trouble from

him. The memory of his defeat and his

fear of a recurrence will prevent him

from returning. He will attempt to rule

the Galaxy and will forget about Euler.”

She shook her head. “What can I do for

you, Yagwn?”
“I need permission to shut down the

Twenty*Dimension Simulator for repro-

gramming.”

“Very well, I will make the neces-

sary notifications.”

“Thank you.” I turned to go, then

paused at the door, “About, the Murphy
Machine, Grand Master. Do you think it

was kind to lie to him so?”

“Kinder than letting him know what a

terrible power he is really up against* He
thinks the Machine unworkable.” She

shrugged. “Let him figure out why his

empire dissolves so quickly
”

Dismissing me, she bent her

head back to her work*

=*F
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HOW LONG CAN YOU
TREAD HISTORY?

a year...

a decade...

a lifetime... at

®je Court

of Mtgsi
A PBM game of Medieval Intrigue

;

in which.*..

* Players steer a family, church or

tribe through years of history

* Each game year is a one time

event in our chronicles

* The only victory condition is

SURVIVAL*

For FREE INFORMATION
write to:

THE ROUND TABLE ;

Box 263

Cornish, Maine 04020

Or send $10.00 for rules, set-up. *

Please specify Royal, Noble, Church

or Tribal.

** -» M
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Secrets of the Web
W.G. firmintrout

I’ve heard a disturbing rumor.

Some time ago, in Space Gamer 45

(November, 1981) I presented six tricks

for improving your Starweb play. As

some of you may recall, those six glorious

nuggets were . .

.

* Expand Fast!

* Get the Homeworld Producing!
*Find a Partner!

* Watch the Point Scores!

* Backstab When Called For!

•Make a Game-Plan!

Well, concrete results are coming in

now. Those of you who read that article

and took its advice to heart have now
finished your first games. Tve little doubt

that you’ve been successful, and I
sm

proud of you!

What? No, don’t say that! You can’t

mean it — did you say * . . boring?

Boringl How dare you say that about

a game like Starweb, a venerable old war-

horse of PBM, a miracle and my passion!

Why, if I had anything to say about it,

Rick Loomis would be inducted into the

Hall of Fame! How can you . . .

Actually, you might have a point. In

Starweb
,
Winning and Having A Good

Time are not necessarily the same thing!

The things which bring points - like haul-

ing raw materials, converting population,

or dropping Planet Buster Bombs on

friendly worlds — are not necessarily

fun, (Fun, as we all know secretly in our

hearts, lies in tramping on enemy star

fleets and actually destroying some other

player!)

Therefore Tve gone back into my Star-

web archives to gather together another

set of tips — five in all, this time, master-

ful tips designed to let you win and still

have fun in spite of it. So here they are:

SECRET §

1

Grab It When You Can

(Or, always take advantage of the

rookies*)

Let’s face it. Once you know what

you’re doing in the game, half the fun lies

in ripping off all the people who don’t

know what they’re doing*

Example: 1 was in a game once as

an empire builder, neighboring a second

empire builder named BAKUFU. BAKU-
FU and I had been squabbling over our

border and ownership of the worlds

where we both showed up at the same

time* Then, out of the blue, 1 received a

Diplomatic Message from him: He was

declaringme an “ally” as a friendly gesture.

I suppose that, if T had been truly

civilized, I would have sent him a DM
gently rebuffing him. (I didn’t want him

for an ally !)

Instead, like the heathen I am, I took

the opportunity to slip a scout fleet

across his border and locate his home-

world. Later, my real ally used that in-

formation to talk an other player into

attacking BAKUFU for us! (Fortunately,

the invasion of BAKUFU forestalled

BAKUFU’s own long-planned attack on

me.)

I suppose that the moral of this story

is that it’s a lot of fun to exploit other

people’s mistakes.

Another example: In that same game,

that scout fleet escaped BAKUFU’s wrath

but found itself stranded with no way to

get home. A poor “lost fleet.” Therefore

I got in contact with BAKUFU’s neigh-

bor, another empire bull der named ZERD.

Could I, I asked, save my fleet by bringing

it home by way of her empire?

Being kind-hearted, she said “yes.”

She too was a first-time player.

So my scout fleet, on its way home,

managed to make one or two “probes”

of her empire before it returned to my
bosom. Located her homeworld, too.

Which was useful, later, when my allies

and I decided to conquer it.

With a Web so full of kind-hearted

people, I’ve considered deliberately “los-

ing” a few fleets in my next games . . *

SECRET $2
The Sins of Omission

(Or, Don’t Say It If You Don’t Have

To.)

If the truth be known, I don’t like to

lie. I’m not sure what the ethics are of

lying in a game as opposed to lying in real

life. I know that having a few. good-

hearted tricksters in a game always makes

it more fun, but it’s not some tiling I can

easily bring myself to do. Character flaw,

I suppose*

Fortunately, I can get almost as much

mileage out of merely “forgetting” to

mention certain important facts to the

other players . * *

Example: Kindness is a weapon*

Referring back again to one of my
favorite games, there was a merchant

named GREGOR who was under attack

from an empire builder named SPARTA*
We made GREGOR a deal — we’d protect

him from SPARTA, if he’d haul RMs
for our four homeworlds and gift Iris

homeworld over to us*

He did so, and we conquered SPARTA*
GREGOR was very pleased on the

phone one time, and he happened to

mention to me just how pleased he was

with his fast-rising score. He gave me all

the details.

Therefore I reported to my allies, and

we rubbed the merchant out!

— 12“



We had two things going for us — we
didn't make any promises we didn't

have to (we had no deal with GREGOR —
we had protected him from SPARTA),
and by being friendly to him we provided

the opportunity for GREGOR to make
a fatal assumption.

Another example: Back to ZERD,
previously mentioned, who came under

attack from a pirate called DENARK,
Because I liked ZERD — she used to call

up and we’d talk about the rigors of her

chemistry courses in college — I prevent-

ed my colleagues from devouring her

empire. (That’s the flip side of being

friendly — sometimes you get caught

in your own snare.)

Well, I got hold of ZERD and pro-

posed an interesting plan. It seemed
that I owned, at the time, a corridor of

worlds leading from ZERD’s realm

straight to DENARK’s stars. I gave her

the route, declared her “ally,” and

provided her with a gift fleet to sweeten

the deal.

Therefore, ZERD sent the majority

of her force on a sweep deep into

DENARK's home territory.

And, when her forces were too deeply

committed to pull back, my allies and I

hit her with our gathered fleets and seized

every world she had . , . except that she

PBB'd her homeworld first.

Reactions of misled players vary,

GREGOR stopped speaking to me. On
the other hand, ZERD took it all in stride

— we went on to collaborate against

DENARK with her remaining fleets.

that I inflated my estimates of her fleet

strength.

And then 1 tipped ZERD to run.

And then I helped ZERD counter-

attack just as 1 had helped DENARK
attack in the first place.

And then I attacked DENARK. (Just

as I was attacking ZERD, in fact.)

They say that reputation means a lot

in Starweb. Well, my reputation as a

trustworthy ally is second to none . . ,

but my “unwilling cooperation” leaves

a great deal to be desired.

SECRET §4
Without Warning

(Or, if you’re going to do something

rotten there's no sense in letting everyone

somewhere useful , « . but that’ll take

several turns and only be marginally

helpful, or (b) Have some fun and give a

rough time to the guy who let you go.

Harking back to GREGOR, the mer-

chant whose demise Eve already describ-

ed, T suppose that in some ways our

assault, without warning, was really the

merciful thing. Our combined ambush/

capture/shoot-out lasted two turns, and

there was nothing GREGOR could do.

Wasn't that far better than officially

notifying him that we were after him,

and then spending who-knows-how-many-

turns, chasing his fleets about the Web?
A waste of his time, and ours.

That's why I perfer to strike, when I

have to , .

.

Without Warning.

SECRET #3
Never Submit Gracefully

Sometimes, in Starweb, you end up

being forced into something you don’t

want to do.

Take DENARK. The reason he was

able to attack ZERD was because I let

him through a few of my worlds. The
reason I let him through was due, as they

say, to “an offer 1 couldn’t refuse.”

DENARK was hemmed in by allies. He
wanted to attack ZERD. I stood in his

path. If I didn’t get out of his way . . .

well, then it would be me instead of

ZERD in the frying pan.

So I found myself in what might be

called a “forced” alliance. It's not an

uncommon occurrence in Starweb.

People hate it.

The secret, of course, is to find some
safe way to take it out on the player

that’s got you by the short hairs.

In DENARK's case, I was the perfect

servant — I mapped out the route, gave

him clearance, advised him exactly as to

her forces and their locations. Except

know about it beforehand.)

I used to be just as stupid as most
people. In my very first game, playing an

empire builder position, I found myself

taking on the RM-hauling services of a

merchant called GED. GED w^as like most

merchants I’ve met — friendly, talkative,

a real nice fellow.

Unfortunately, he began to make 740

points per turn. And it was only turn 14!

And it was still rising!

Being naive, I politely informed him
that 1 no longer needed his services.

Whereupon he got sore and stole two
of my worlds. (Which he had given to me
in the first place, however.) He still won
the game, although my defection cost

him four extra turns of play.

Therefore I have precious little sym-

pathy for people who say things like,

“confront your rotten ally and officially

dissolve the alliance.” Bosh!

I mean, just look at the case from a

merchant's point of view. If the alliance

is dissolved, he’ll have a few fleets stuck

in the middle of someone else's empire.

What are his options? (a) Take them

SECRET #5
Do Unto Others . , . First

(Or, the Pre-Emptive Backstab. A
subject of some controversy.)

If an alliance is breaking up, don’t

be left holding the bag, I learned that by

experience. Once upon a time, I was the

empire builder in an alliance — with a

berserker and a pirate — that was win-

ning a game. Our scores were rising in

unison.

The pirate became greedy. I had been

gifting worlds to him. Now, he began to

take them. His score climbed dramatically.

To keep even, die berserker PBB’d

more worlds and rushed Ms attack on an

apostle. I speeded my conquest of an

empire builder. We both wrote fiery

letters to the pirate.

But, since I had no fleets in my home
realm I couldn’t stop him.

The pirate won the game, 1 took third,

but my rating wasn’t what 1 had been

looking for.

Therefore, I am now a bit more pre-

pared in case an ally goes rotten.



Example; I, the apostle BRIGAM,
bordered three players - the pirate BAL-

ROG, the pirate RAIDER, and the mer-

chant VANRIN* Because of the cylin-

drical shape of the WEB pattern, I had a

very long frontier with BALROG — there-

fore, we allied. As for RAIDER, his small

empire was a buffer zone between myself

and the berserker ARKITE - therefore,

we, too, allied.

RAIDER attacked VANRIN the mer-

chant, In return for converts, I was

providing the pirate with RMs from my
larger empire, RAIDER took half of

VANRIN 7

s worlds.

VANRIN gifted his homeworld to

BALROG. RAIDER, feeling he had

earned it, demanded the HW from BAL-

ROG. BALROG refused. RAIDER at-

tacked BALROG.
I had never before had two allies fight-

ing each other. Besides that, I thought

the whole thing was ridiculous — RAIDER
deserved the homeworld, and BALROG
was too paranoid about the other pirate.

Figuring that the best way to stop the

fighting would be to force it into a dead-

lock, I escalated my RM shipments to

RAIDER until his forces were even with

BALROG's* (Of course, I didn't tell

BALROG this* Meanwhile. RAIDER was

gifting me all of his worlds except his

homeworld to pay for the RMs.)

It didn't work. BALROG was too

stubborn to back down, and RAIDER
was too devoted to teaching his enemy a

lesson* BALROG diverted fleets from

his other conquests in order to block the

invasion* RAIDER built more.

In desperation, BALROG gave me an

ultimatum — attack RAIDER myself,

or he would attack me, That was a real

threat, since there was no way I could

protect my entire border*

I seized RAIDER'S last world, his

homeworld.
Just at that moment, I noticed some-

thing* BALROG had revoked my “ally”

status — he was ambushing my fleets at

a world I had given him! Then came the

news from PEGLEG, another pirate:

Out of the blue, he came to me with the

tale that BALROG had contacted him

about a joint attack against my empire!

Therefore, having already betrayed

one ally, 1 betrayed the other. I gave

BALROG's map to PEGLEG, and PEG-

LEG attacked. Fortunately, RAIDER
wasn't sore about losing his homeworld —

he had planned on giving it to me anyway
— so we patched things up and he con-

tinued his attack on BALROG,
And I, although bereft of allies, was

within turns of winning the game!

Until PEGLEG turned on me, taking

the fleets an d worlds I had given him and

using them against me. It turned out that

he had hornswoggled me . . . BALROG
had never talked invasion with him, and

I sold my ally out for nothing.

I still might have won, but ARKITE
the Berserker dropped a whole squadron

of PBB's at once and broke the victory

level by almost two thousand excess

points. Which left me, although in second

place, with a rather miserable rating for

that game.

(But what really hurt was knowing

that ARKITE, in real life a designer for

Milton Bradley Electronics, actually read

this magazine. He told me so* He men-

tioned how helpful he'd found my article

on Starweb strategy . .
.

)

Summing up, Ed have to say this:

Winning is a function of the six strat-

egy tips mentioned back in my last article.

Having Fun, on the other hand, is a

function of style — a contest of wits, of

wheeling and dealing, of friendships made

and alliances cemented.

There's only one thing that bothers

me. If what J* Eric Holmes said in Psy-

chology Today about Dungeons and

Dragons is also true about Starweb —
namely, that it's “sort of a giant Ror-

schach test
” — well * . .1 wonder what

my passion for wheeling and C
dealing says about me? «PCp

The
First

and
the
Best!

Traveller has stood the test of time — a steadi-

ly maturing role-playing system with a broader

selection of adventures and supporting material

than you will find anywhere else* And now there

is a Starter Edition Traveller.

Starter Traveller isn't a chopped down version

of the basic rules; it's the complete Traveller

game reformatted for ease of play. It has

everything you need to start playing right away*

Starship design and combat, trade and com-

merce, psionics, world generation, weapons,

skills, prior careers, and much more* In addition,

two complete adventures are included to get you

started. And at $10,00 you won't find a better

value anywhere.

To support Traveller campaigns/ we publish The journal of the Travellers'

Aid Society. It's won the H*G. Wells award for best role-playing magazine

for three years running* Articles covering alien races, new adventures,

equipment, GM techniques and product reviews, keep the Traveller player

up-to-date on every aspect of the game. Subscribe today!!

Game Designers' Workshop
P.O, Box 1646/ Bloomington/ [flinois 61701

Free catalog on request.
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Subtable B: Color of Noodles

/fit*'
1*'

CONTEST RESULTS

In SG 61, we announced a “Write a

table for generating something useless”

contest. We got quite a few responses and
printed the best of them in Fantasy Gamer
1. Some of the leftovers are good, too, so

we decided to let ’em loose. These secon-

dary winners will each get two issues add-

ed to their subscriptions. Enjoy!

Jim Simons of Littleton, Colorado,

couldn’t stand the thought of not know-
ing the ingredients of Arcturan Lasagna,

a dish that almost never turns out the

same way twice. Roll ID 12 twice (or

three times if you’re brave), determine

color and shape of noodles, then set the

table. Mmm, mmm, good!

(Jim’s brother Ed came up with the

idea for a useless tables contest in the

first place — does this mean that weird-

ness is genetically or environmentally de-

termined?)

Arcturan Lasagna Ingredient Table

1) Bubbling sauce

2) Contains small, green squishy things

3) Squirming noodles

4) Bouncing noodles

5) Airborne noodles

6) Glowing sauce

7) 1-4 noodles teleport about each turn

8) Noodles slide along all surfaces regardless

of gravity

9) The material coheres in an am orphous blob
1 0) Contains long red stringy things

11) Striped noodles - roll two colors

1 2) Dotted noodles - roll two colors

Subtable A: Shape of Noodles

1) Rectangular 7) Hexagon

2) Oval 8) Sphere

3) Circle 9) Cylindrical

4) Triangle 10) Corkscrew

5) Square 11) Spiral

6) Pentagonal 12) Long, wiry

1) Red

2) Orange

3) Yellow

4) Green

5) Blue

6) Purple

7) Black

8) White

9) Brown
10) Gray

Darrell Byford of Allen, Texas, con-

tributed the following miscellany:

Sack Lunch Generation Table

1) Sandwich only

2) Vegetable only

3) Fruit only

4) Green eggs and ham

5) Sandwich, apple and cupcake

6) Two all-beef patties, special sauce, lettuce,

cheese, pickles, onions on a sesame-seed

bun

Babblings of a Maniacal NPC As He
Runs Past Adventurers Generation Table

1) “You’re gonna die! You’re gonna die!”

2) “You’re all doomed! Doomed I say!”

3) “I said I wanted to watch the damn World

Series.”

4) “Number nine. Number nine. Number nine.”

5) “I am the Eggman, they are the Eggmen, I

am the Walrus . . .
goo goo ga joob.”

6) “You talking to me? Nobody else here, you
must be talking tome...”

Dead Character Soul Destination

1) Heaven 3) Purgatory

2) Hell 4) Philadelphia

Qne^t erf tl|c Oi^at Jcw’clg
The third War of the Great Jewels is over, having ended with the intervention of

the Powers-That-Be, but not before most of Zorplia was laid waste and the greater

part of its inhabitants destroyed. The Powers-That-Be have sealed the Great Jewels
(talismans of immense power) and many of the lesser talismans in the Forbidden

Cities and set enchanted armies to guard them. Only scattered remnants of the four

peoples remain. Dragons and other terrors roam the land. Can you marshall your

forces and come forth to be the sole ruler of Zorplia?

Quegt qf tl|e GleatJeWel§ is our newest computer moderated play-by-mail fantasy

wargame. You assume the role of one of 4 types of being: the Azoni — builders of

great citadels; the Rilris — hoarders ofwealth and magical talismans; the Quntag —
former emperors of Zorplia’s vast provinces; and the Slenth — destroyers and
ravagers of the land.

Turn fees are $2.50 initially and increase to a maximum of $3.50 in later turns

(after turn 20). Please send for our rules book ($2.50) before entering.

Zofpb. Enterprises
3646 Gibsonia Rd.
Gibsonia, PA 15044
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Orbit War is a simulation of satellite

warfare in outer space. Players control

the forces of the United States and the

Soviet Union, Each player attempts to

destroy the enemy player’s satellites in

order to control space.

2.0 MAP
The map represents a region of two-

dimensional space surrounding the Earth.

A regular series of lines, called Orbit Lines,

are overlaid across the hexes,

2.1 Orbit Lines , Orbit Lines regulate

Orbital Movement, Each Orbit Line

has a number from 1/3 to 4. The num-

ber of an Orbit Line determines how
many hexes a satellite must move dur-

ing Qrbital Movement. In the case of

fractions, the first number determines

the number of hexes a satellite will

move and the second number indicates

how many turns must elapse before

Orbital Movement takes place for that

particular Orbit Line. Example: i/2

means the satellite moves every other

turn,

2.2 Combat Results Table. The Combat
Results Table (CRT) is printed on the

map for the convenience of the players.

To determine the combat differential

for any given combat, subtract the

defense strength from the attack

strength. Example: A strength of 5

attacking a defense of 2 is a differen-

tial of 3

.

2.3 Game-Turn Track . The Game-Turn

Track is printed on the map. The
Game-Turn Track is used to keep track

of game turns and to remind players

when specific actions take place, such

as Earth rotation and Orbital Move-

ment for the outer Orbit Lines.

2.4 Force Boxes . These boxes hold rein-

forcements, rockets launched from

Earth, and rockets striking Earth for

each player,

3,0 COUNTERS
The counters in Orbit War are divided

into two categories: satellites and pay-

loads. All satellite counters have five print-

ed values: Unit Type, Identification Num-
ber, Attack Strength, Defense Strength,

and Movement Allowance. Counters repre-

senting payloads do not have all five val-

ues; some (i.e,, Nukes) have no printed

values at all,

3.3 SateHite types include

:

3.11 Early Warning Reco nnaissance

satellite (EWR). This counter represents

a typical “spy
5
’ satellite equipped with

cameras and infrared sensors,

3.12 Communications Jamming satel-

lite (CJS). This counter represents

a satellite equipped with a variety

of electronic countermeasure equip-

ment.

3.13 Orbital Weapons Flatform satel-

lite (OWP), This counter represents



a satellite aimed with long-range

missiles, mines, and a short-range

laser,

3.14 Hunter-Killer satellite (HK). This

counter represents a heavily armed
and armored satellite equipped with

high intensity lasers, designed to

destroy other satellites.

3.15 Special Forces Infantry ($F),

This counter represents a squad of

elite commandos specially trained

to fight in space.

3.16 Shuttle (S). This counter repre-

sents a re-usable space vehicle able

to launch and return to Earth,

3.17 Earth-Launched Rocket (ELR).

This counter represents a typical

large payload-carrying rocket.

3.18 Orbit-Launched Rocket (OLR).

This counter represents a small rock-

et launched from orbit.

3

.2

Payload counters include:

3.21 Mine. This counter represents an

explosive charge with small thrust-

er rockets and a simple computer
£

‘brain,”

3.22 Supply. This counter represents

a packaged load of mines and mis-

siles to resupply OWP satellites and
Space Shuttles,

3.23 Nuke. This counter represents a

single nuclear warhead,

3.24 3-MIR V. This counter represents

three nuclear warheads.

3.25 7-MIR V. This counter represents

seven nuclear warheads.

3.26 Blank , Blank counters can be

used as decoys or as replacements for

lost pieces,

4,0

GAME-TURN SEQUENCE
Players alternate who moves first every

other turn (i.e., on all odd numbered
turns player A moves first, then player B;
on all even numbered turns player B
moves first, then player A).

The game sequence proceeds as follows;

I. Check for Earth rotation, The Earth
rotates at the beginning of every fourth

turn (see Section 4,4).

II. The first player for this Game-Turn
may launch rockets and shuttles from
the Earth. He may also launch rockets

from orbiting Shuttles and OWPs. The
second player for this Game-Turn re-

peats the above procedure,

III. Move all counters by Orbital Move-
ment,

IV. The first player for this Game-Turn
may take Optional Movement, moving
satellites in any direction up to their

maximum movement allowances. Shut-
tles and OWPs may lay mines.

V. The second player may now take

Optional Movement and lay mines with
his Shuttles and OWPs.

VI. Resolve all mine combat. Announce
all missile attacks. Check for possible

missile jamming due to enemy CJSs.

Resolve all missile combat (see Section

7.2).

VII, Resolve all combat between oppos-
ing forces occupying the same hex.

Combat is simultaneous.

VIII, Award victory points (VP) for re-

connaissance and for destroyed satel-

lites. Deep space reinforcements enter

during this step in Turn 4 or later.

OWP satellites and Space Shuttles are

resupplied at this time.

IX, Move the Game-Turn marker one
box.

Counter Diagram

Defense
Strength

Attack
Strength

Movement
Allowance

/

Unit ID

Unit
Unit Type Silhouette

4.1 Game-Turn Track. The Game-Turn
marker is placed in the first box of the

Game-Turn Track. Each box has a

number in the upper right-hand cor-

ner, representing the game turn being

played. When the marker reaches the

end of the track, return the marker to

the first box. Each turn represents ap-

proximately one hour.

4.2 First Player ofEach Game-Turn. Each
box on the Game-Turn Track has two
letters

,
A and B, representing players

A and B respectively. On all odd num-
bered turns player A is the first player

and on all even numbered turns player

B is the first player.

4.3 Orbit Line Reminders. The numbers
1/2 and 1/3 appear in the lower left

comer of certain boxes on the Game-
Turn Track. This is to remind players

that units on the 1/2 and 1/3 Orbit

Lines take Orbital Movement
,
moving

one hex, during those turns only.

Units on the 1/2 lines take Orbital

Movement every other turn; units on
the 1/3 line take Orbital Movement
every third turn. Note that on Turns 6

and 12, units on both the 1/2 and the

1/3 lines move.

Still

4.4

Earth Rotation. In certain boxes on

-

the Game-Turn Track an R appears

in the lower right-hand comer. This is

a reminder that the Earth counter

should be rotated, at the beginning of

that particular turn, one hexside coun-

ter-clockwise,

5.0 MOVEMENT
A satellite can move in two ways: Or-

bital Movement and Optional Movement.
A payload without a rocket can only move
by Orbital Movement.
5 . 1 Orbital Movemen t. Orbital Movement

is inherent movement due to a coun-

ter's position on an Orbit Line, All

units must move counter-clockwise the

number of hexes corresponding to the

Orbit Line number printed on the

map, (In the case of fractional Orbit

Line numbers. Orbital Movement oc-

curs every second or third tum .)

5.2 Optional Movement , Each satellite

has its Movement Allow'ance printed in

the upper right-hand corner of the

counter. The Movement Allowance rep-

resents the maximum number of hexes

a satellite may move in one tum after

Orbital Movement. Movement Allow-

ance may not be exceeded, saved from
one turn to another, or transferred be-

tween satellites.

5,21 Gravitational Acceleration . All

satellites may move one hex to-

wards the Earth at no extra cost.

This bonus movement is known as

gravitational acceleration. Satellites

may gravitationally accelerate at

any time during optional movement
only. (A satellite may gravitational-

ly accelerate before movement, after

movement, or not at all.) Gravita-

tional acceleration is optional. Non-
satellites may not take gravitational

acceleration.

5.3 Movement Restrictions, No satellite

may move onto the Earth counter.

Any satellite which does is considered

to have burned up in the atmosphere
and is removed from play, awarding
the opposing player victory points for

the satellite’s destruction. Exceptions :

Special Forces Infantry, Space Shut-

tles, suicide satellites, and rockets with
nuclear warheads may move onto the

Earth counter.

5.31 Zones of Control There are no
“zones of control” in Orbit War.

Satellites are free to move in or out

of, but not through, enemy-occupied
hexes.

6.0 STACKING
Any number of units of any type may

be stacked together in the same hex,

7.0 COMBAT
There are three forms of combat: Mine

Combat, Missile Combat, and Normal
Combat.
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7.1 Mine Combat * Mine Comb at is a lways
resolved before Missile Combat. Each
mine counter has an attack strength of

6. Mines may attack all, some, or none

of the enemy counters in their hex,

but may not attack units outside their

hex. When multiple targets are attack-

ed, each attack is rolled separately*

7.11 Mine Attack Strength. The at-

tacking strength of the mine (6) is

divided by the number of defending

satellites in the same hex, rounding

fractions up. This number is the at-

tack strength of the mine against

each satellite. The minimum attack

strength of each mine counter is 2.

Mines are removed from play im-

mediately after an attack.

7.2 Missile Combat . Missile Combat is al-

ways resolved after all Mine Combat
but before Normal Combat. There are

no missile counters in the game. Each

missile may attack any one unit (at-

tacking player's choice) up to two
hexes away from the launching OWP,
Shuttle, or country. Missiles have an

attack strength of 5. Each missile at-

tacks separately; missile attacks may
not be combined.

7*3 Normal Combat. Normal Combat oc-

curs when opposing units occupy the

same hex. Units do not have to attack.

The values for the attack strength and

the defense strength, printed on the

counters, are used to calculate the

odds differential for combat resolution.

7,4

Combat Resolution. Combat is re-

solved by comparing the attack

strength of the attacking unit(s) with

the defense strength of the defending

unit. The defense strength is subtracted

from the attack strength to determine

a combat differential, as shown on the

Combat Results Table (CRT), No sat-

ellite may attack more than once per

turn. Exceptions: Missile and mine

combat are considered separate from

Normal Combat, Suicide satellites may
self-destruct for a second attack (see

Section 18.1),

7.5 Multiple Attacks. Any number of sat-

ellites may combine into one attack,

but only one satellite may be the tar-

get of each attack (in other words, de-

fense strengths may not be combined),

A player may make several attacks in

series, against the same or different tar-

gets, observing the result of each before

making the next, (Missile attacks are

an exception to this. The target of

each missile attack in a hex must be

announced before any attack is rolled,)

7.6 Combat Results. Roll two dice for

each attack. The target is destroyed if

the attacker rolls the number indicated

on the CRT, or higher.

8.0 MISSILES
There are no missile counters in the

game. Missiles detonate the turn they are

launched. Missiles may only be launched

from OWP satellites, Space Shuttles, or

Earth. Missiles have a maximum range of

two hexes and an attack strength of 5.

8.1 Missiles and Mines

.

If a missile's path

must take it through an enemy mine

hex, the enemy player may attack it

with a mine. Both mine and missile are

lost. This also holds true if the target

hex is mined; the mine(s) may inter-

cept the incoming missilefs), one mine

counter per missile.

9.0 MINES
Mines may only be carried by OWP

satellites, Shuttles, or rockets. Mines may
begin the game “laid" in orbit.

9.1 Mine Laying. Space Shuttles and OWP
satellites may lay mines any time be-

fore, during, or after Optional Move-

ment, Mines are placed in the unit's

own hex or any adjacent hex. (It is

perfectly legal to lay a mine in an en-

emy-occupied hex.) Mines may also be

carried by rockets launched from OWP
satellites, Space Shuttles, or Earth. All

mines laid by rockets are placed in the

hex where the rocket discharges them

(see Section 10*4), Mines may not at-

tack on the turn they are laid.

9.2 Mine Attacks. A mine may attack

any enemy unit in the hex with it at

the end of both players' Optional

Movement* A mine may also attack

during the enemy player's Optional

Movement if an enemy satellite moves

through a hex containing it. This may
occur either because the enemy wishes

to detonate the mine, or because the

enemy has no choice but to pass

through that hex* If more than one en-

emy unit pass through the same mined

hex, the mine's attack strength may
be divided between them (see Sec-

tion 7.1).

All mine attacks are at the option

of the owning player, A mine may at-

tack any, all, or none of the enemy

counters in its hex,

9*3 Attacks Against Mines. Mines may be

attacked by missiles during the Missile

Combat phase. This may occur if the

missiles entered a mined hex but the

mine was newly laid (or the mine-own-

ing player chose not to detonate it).

Each mine counter must be attacked

separately.

Mines may also be attacked -by en-

emy satellites during the Normal Com-

bat phase - but, again, this will not

happen unless the mine-owning player

chose not to detonate it, or it was just

laid and therefore was not able to det-

onate,

10.0 EARTH-LAUNCHED ROCKETS
ELRs may only be launched from Earth.

An ELR may carry one mine, one type of.

nuclear warhead (a Nuke, a 3-MIRV, or a

7 -MIRV), one satellite, or one Supply

counter as a payload. Rockets may not

carry other rockets or Space Shuttles.

10.1 Launch . To launch a rocket, place

it face-up in the launching player's

“Launch" box* This box is used to pre-

vent a pile of counters from appearing

on Earth each turn. The rocket must

move away from Earth (up to three

hexes) during Optional Movement,

10*2 Payload . Any unit (a satellite or

payload) carried by a rocket is placed

upside down beneath the rocket coun-

ter and is moved with the rocket until

it is discharged.



10.3 Combat Status. Any unit being car-

ried by a rocket is considered to be in-

side the rocket. If attacked, only the

rocket's defense strength is used. If the

rocket is destroyed, its payload is also

considered destroyed.

10.4 Discharging Contents. The owning
player of a rocket may, at any time be-

fore, during, or after Optional Move-
ment, announce that it is discharging

its contents. The rocket counter is re-

moved and its payload (the counter

beneath it) is flipped right-side up.

Satellites may no

t

move or attack

the turn they are discharged from a

rocket or shuttle. Exception : Special

Forces (SF) may move and attack the

turn they are discharged,

10.5 Launch Limitation. Each player may
launch a maximum of three ELRsfrom
Earth each turn.

10.6 Dummy Payloads. If a rocket is

launched with a blank (decoy) coun-

ter, that rocket is carrying a dummy
payload to distract the enemy and
make him waste missiles. A dummy
payload may never be ^dropped.”
When a rocket with a dummy payload,

is destroyed, the fact that it was a

dummy is revealed.

11.0 ORBIT-LAUNCHED ROCKETS
OLRs may be launched only from

space - either from Orbital Weapons
Platforms or from a Space Shuttle. An
OLR consists of little more than a maneu-
vering engine and some tracking hardware

;

therefore, any OWP is assumed to have an
infinite number of OLRs available, at no
cost. OLRs may not be used to place any
unit in orbit from Earth — they are far

too weak!

11.1 Launch , To launch a rocket, place

it face-up on top of the Shuttle or OWP
that is launching it. It will move with

the launching satellite during Orbital

Movement, and may move away dur-

ing Optional Movement.
1 1 .2 Payloads , An OLR may carry (a) a

warhead (any kind); (b) a mine coun-

ter; or (c) a dummy payload as per 10,6

above. It may not carry a satellite.

1 1.3 Combat Status. The cargo of an OLR
is carried inside the OLR, and only the

OLR*s defense strength is used (as for

Earth-Launched Rockets). If the rock-

et is destroyed, its payload is lost,

11.4 Discharging Payloads, A payload

may be discharged at any time before,

during, or after the OLR’s Optional

Movement. Mines may not attack on
the turn they are discharged.

11.5 Launch Limitation. Each player may
launch a maximum of three OLRs from
each Orbital Weapons Platform per

turn. No OWP may launch more than
one warhead-carrying OLR per turn.

OLRs may not begin the game in orbit

as satellites.

12.0 SUPPLIES
The contents of a Supply counter con-

sist of any combination of mines, missiles,

or nuclear warheads not exceeding ten, A
MIRV counts as a single unit. The con-

tents of a supply counter are taken from
the arsenal of mines, missiles, and nuclear

warheads designated in 22,3, step 4 as

starting the game on Earth. Supplies may
only be used to replenish a Space Shuttle

or an OWP’s arsenal. Supplies may never

attack enemy units on their own. Supply
counters may only be carried by rockets

or Space Shuttles, Players must keep

track, on a separate piece of paper, of

exactly what is being carried by a Supply

counter.

12.1 Resupplying. To resupply a Space
Shuttle or an OWP satellite, the rock-

et or Space Shuttle carrying the Sup-

ply counter is placed in the same hex
as the satellite to be resupplied.

If the resupplying rocket or Space

Shuttle is destroyed, the supplies are

considered destroyed, A satellite being

resupplied may not attack (engage in

either Missile or Normal Combat) the

turn it is being resupplied. A Space

Shuttle may not attack (engage in

either Missile or Normal Combat) the

turn it is resupplying an OWP satellite

or another Space Shuttle. Resupplying
satellites and satellites being resupplied

defend against all attacks normally. A
resupplying rocket counter is removed
from play at the end of the turn it re-

supplies a satellite.

13.0 SPECIAL FORCES INFANTRY
(SF)

13.1 Endurance. Special Forces counters

may remain in space for a maximum of

twelve Game-Turns, after which they

must return to Earth by moving the

Special Forces counter onto the owning
player's country on the Earth counter.

Any Special Forces counters which fail

to return in time are removed from play

and the opposing player gains victory

points for the Special Forces' destruc-

tion. After spending three turns on
Earth, the Special Forces counter may
return to play via a rocket or a Space

Shuttle,

13.2

Discharging fromRocketsand Spa ce

Shuttles

,

Special Forces may move and
attack the turn they are discharged

from either a rocket or Space Shuttle,

14.0 SHUTTLES (S)

The USA player has five Space Shuttles

available. The USSR player has two Space

Shuttles available. Shuttles launch in the

same way rockets do (see Section 10,1).

14.1 Movement. A Space Shuttle can

launch from Earth without a rocket.

Thus, in one turn a Space Shuttle can
launch from Earth and attack in the

same turn. (Remember: Satellites dis-

charged from rockets may not attack

the turn they are discharged.)

14.2 Cargo Hold. A Space Shuttle may
hold any combination of missiles and
mines not exceeding six. Alternative-

ly, it may carry one OLR and one nu-
clear warhead (a Nuke, a 3-MIRV, or a

7-MIRV), one Supply counter, or one
satellite of any type, in addition to a

combination of missiles and mines not
exceeding two. Exceptions: A Space
Shuttle may not carry an ELR or an*

o ther Space Shu t tie

.

14.3 Discharging Cargo , A Space Shuttle

may discharge its cargo (a rocket with
a nuclear warhead, a Supply counter,

or a satellite) in its own hex at any time

before, during, or after Optional Move-
ment. Satellites may not move or at-

tack the turn they are discharged. Ex-
ception: Special Forces may move and
attack the turn they are discharged.
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14.4 Returning to Earth. A Space Shut-

tle which returns to Earth is removed

from play. A Space Shuttle may return

to Earth by moving the Shuttle coun-

ter onto the owning player's country

on the Earth counter. The opposing

player does not gain victory points for

the Shuttle's return to Earth. A Shut-

tle which returns to Earth may not re-

turn to play and is effectively out of

the game,

14.5 Transferring Weapons. Space Shut-

tles may freely give mines, missiles, or

nuclear warheads to other Space Shut-

tles or OWPs occupying the same hex.

Treat a weapons transfer according to

the rules for resupplying (see Section

12 . 1 ).

15.0 EARLY WARNING RECONNAIS-
SANCE SATELLITES (EWR)

An EWR satellite may detect enemy
rocket launchings if it is in the enemy
country's spotting cone. Therefore, an

EWR satellite gains 1 victory point (1 VP)

each turn it is in the enemy country's

spotting cone.

15.1 Spotting Cone, Printed on the Earth

counter are the two countries; USA
and USSR. The shaded regions repre-

sent the spotting cone which must be

extended outward to the edge of the

map to fully define the complete spot-

ting cone.

15.2 Reconnaissance. Each turn an EWR
satellite is in the enemy country's spot-

ting cone, the owning player is award-

ed 1 victory point (1 VP). Each EWR
satellite in the enemy country's spot-

ting cone gains 1 VP, so if there are

five EWR satellites in the spotting

cone, 5 VPs are awarded at the end of

the turn,

16.0 COMMUNICATIONS JAMMING
SATELLITES (CJS)

A CJS contains avast array of electron-

ic jamming equipment.

16.1 Radius of Effectiveness. A CJS's ra-

dius of effectiveness extends two hexes.

Overlapping radii of effectiveness from

friendly CJSs each take effect separ-

ately! A radius of effectiveness may ex-

tend into the Earth hex, but never

through it. Overlapping radii of effec-

tiveness between opposing CJSs do not

affect one another,

16.2 Missile Jamming . Missiles fired from

or at a unit within an enemy CJS's ra-

dius of effectiveness may be jammed.
Roll one die. A missile which passes

through the radius of effectiveness is

jammed on a roll of 1-3. Jammed mis-

siles are considered destroyed and do

not attack. Friendly missiles are never

jammed by friendly CJSs,

16.3 Increased Defense , The defense

strength of any unit within a friendly

CJS' sphere of effectiveness, including

the CJS itself, is increased by one.

16.4 Jamming. An enemy EWR satellite

is automatically jammed if it ends the

turn in a CJS's radius of effectiveness.

Jammed EWRs do not gain VPs,

16.5 Destruction. If a CJS is destroyed,

its effects continue until the end of

that turn's combat,

17.0 ORBITAL WEAPONS PLATFORM
SATELLITES (OWP)
OWP satellites may be launched with,

and carry, any combination of mines, mis-

siles, and nuclear warheads not exceeding

ten (10)- OWP satellites contain an unlim-

ited number of orbital launch rockets for

the purpose of the game, OWP satellites

may not hold other satellites,

17.1 Combat. OWP satellites may launch

any number or combination of mines

and missiles in one turn (see Turn Se-

quence), An OWP may not lay mines

or fire missiles on a turn it launches

rockets (whatever their contents). Only

one nuclear warhead may be launched

per turn. An OWP may use rockets to

lay mines, OWPs must use rockets to

launch nuclear- warheads.

18.0 SUICIDE SATELLITES
Normal satellites may be designated as

nuclear suicide satellites by expending an

additional point (he,, a Hunter-Killer sat-

ellite in orbit may be converted into a sui-

cide satellite at a total cost of four points).

Special Forces and Space Shuttles may
not be converted into suicide satellites.

Suicide satellites need not be revealed

until detonation.

18.1 Combat . Suicide satellites may det-

onate at any time, at the owning play-

er's discretion. Thus, a suicide satellite

may attack with its regular weapons

and then self-destruct for a second at-

tack, or if may elect to self-destruct

before being attacked. Any suicide at-

tack, regardless of satellite type, has an

attack strength of 5 against all units,

friendly or enemy, in the hex. A sui-

cide satellite which detonates is re-

moved from play and the opposing

player is awarded victory points for its

destruction,

18.2 Rocket-Borne Nuke. Awarhead(any
kind) carried by a rocket (either kind)

may attack as a suicide satellite. How-
ever, no warhead may begin the game

in space, except aboard a Shuttle, an

OWP, or a suicide satellite.

18.3 Earth Attack. A suicide satellite has

the option, during the owning player's

Optional Movement step, to move on-

to the enemy country. Place it in the

enemy “rocket strike" box and proceed

as in 19.3, below. The opposing player

gains victory points for the satellite's

destruction,

19.0 NUCLEAR WARHEADS
Nuclear warheads come in three vari-

eties: Nuke, 3-MIRV, and 7-MIRV. A
Nuke represents a single nuclear warhead,

a 3-MIRV represents a cluster of three nu-

clear warheads, and a 7-MIRV represents

a cluster of seven nuclear warheads.

19.1 Launch. Nuclear warheads may only

be used when built into a suicide satel-

lite (see above) or when carried by an

ELR or OLR. Nuke counters never ap-

pear separately.

1 9.2 Combat. If a rocket carrying a war-

head is attacked, its defense strength is

1, A rocket or missile carrying a war-

head may attack as a suicide satellite

(see Section 18, above),

19.3 Striking Earth, When a rocket coun-

ter with a warhead is moved through

the enemy spotting cone onto the Earth

hex, this constitutes a nuclear attack.

The rocket, with payload underneath,

is placed in the enemy country's “rock-

et strike" box. The enemy player will

have a chance to intercept Earth-fired

rockets during the missile phase. If he

does not try to intercept, or if the in-

tercepting missile misses, the rocket

strikes Earth, Dummy payloads have

no effect; nuclear warheads score vic-

tory points.

19.4 Interception . During the missile

launch phase, each player may attempt

to intercept the enemy rockets in his

‘brocket strike" box. (The purpose of

this box and the launch boxes, of

course, is to avoid a huge pile of coun-

ters on Earth.) These attacks are car-

ried out like any other missile attack;

the defense strength of a rocket is 1*

and the defense strength of a suicide

satellite is equal to that of the satellite

carrying it. The intercepting player

must designate which (numbered) rock-

ets are being attacked, since often most

rockets in an attacking wave will have

dummy payloads.

19 .5 Set-up Limitation , Nuclear warheads

cannot begin the game in space unless

carried by an OWP or Shuttle, or as

part of a suicide satellite,

continued on page 25



UNIVERSE III

A computer-moderated correspondence

game in which each player commands a

starship entering a new universe ... to explore,

colonize and conquer new worlds . . contending

with other players and unknown hazards! Each time

you send in a turn, the computer evaluates it with

respect to the current game situation and other players’

moves, and sends you a printout showing the current status

of your ship, plus any territory you control. When you

“meet” other players, you can send them messages -- to

share information, trade, negotiate, or intimidate.

Why is UNIVERSE III the “state-of-the-art” in play-by-mail games?

SIMPLICITY - No complicated “codes” to learn - you

tell us in plain English what you want to do and we send

you the results!

NO WATTING TO ENTER - Entries are processed on
receipt. You'll be m a game within two weeks or your

money back.

NO WAITING TO PLAY - Our turn system lets you

move every week if you like — or take as long as you want

between turns. Your results will generally be in the mail to

you the same day we receive your orders!

NO DEADLINES ~ Since you set your own "turn length,”

you can't miss a turn!

NO EXTRA CHARGES - Our fee is $3,50 per ship or

colony turn. We don't tack on extra fees for combat

NO BIG DEPOSITS - Our entry fee is only $11.00,

which covers a setup for one ship, a copy of the rulebook,

and one extra turn,

UNIVERSE III is waiting for you. Your starship will be

assigned as soon as you send your name, address, and

entry fee to:

CENTRAL TEXAS COMPUTING
710-S SOUTHWEST TOWER, AUSTIN, TX 78701
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THE COMPLEAT STRATEGIST
THEFANTASYGAMECENTER

THAT HAS ITALU
If you’re into Fantasy, then come

to THE COMPLEAT STRATEGIST

where you'll find the largest

selection of fantasy related items

ever assembled. We carry all Role-

Playing Games, a Rainbow of

colored dice, every Fantasy

j

Science-Fiction Ga:

currently i:

ofpai'f.

and the largest sefebtion of fantasy

figures available'' We also stock the

newest fantasy products as soon as

they’re released. When we call

ourselves

THE COMPLEAT

STRATEGIST we’re

not just boasting

because we have

games, books,

magazines and figures for the

historica l gamer too!

There’s a friendly atmosphere at

THE COMPLEAT STRATEGIST and our

staffisalwayk ready to answer any

ns thatyoutpav have and assist

th-youripurchases . Game

^are located in our stores so youjs
can start your “adventure” right away.

Ifyou can’t visit one ofour stores
,
we

accept mail AND phone orders. Mail

orders are accepted ONLY at our 33rd

Street location; or by phone during

business hours at (212) 685-3880-1.

THE Please use VISA or MASTERCHARGE

OMPI EAT for phone orders

‘^-7' V 1 1 LUti I Send for a free Catalog

JFMTEGIST to the store location

nearest you.

WE’VE GOT IT ALU
* No game room at the 57 th St. store,

IN NEW YORK:

11E. 33rd Street

N.Y.C. 10016

(212)685-3880-1

10:30-6:00

Mon. to Sat.

Thars. till 9:00

IN NEW JERSEY:

215 Glenridge Ave.

Montclair, NJ. 07042
(201)744-6622
11:00-7:00

Tues. to Sat.

Thars. till 9:00

We are proud to announce the

opening of our newest location

320 West 57 th Street

New York, New York

IN FLORIDA
5406-8 Stirling Rd.

Davie, Fla. 33314

(305)961-5660

11:00-7:00

Toes, to Sat.

Thars. till 9:00

ilUhi!!



20.0 EARTH
Printed on the Earth counter are the

spotting cones for each country (see Sec-

tion 15,1),

20.1 Combat. Each country may fire mis-

siles against satellites. These missiles

have a range of two hexes and may
only be fired at targets within the at-

tacking country’s spotting cone. No
target outside the two-hex range or
outside of the attacking country’s

spotting cone may be attacked by
Earth-launched missiles. Missiles on
Earth may be sent to resupply OWP
satellites and Space Shuttles, as part of

a Supply counter,

20.2 Rotation. Every fourth turn the
Earth counter is rotated one hexside

counter-clockwise.

21.0 REINFORCEMENTS
Reinforcements are not initially placed

on the map but are held in the reinforce-

ment boxes. Reinforcements may begin
on Earth or in deep space. Costs for rein-

forcements are less than for units that be-

gin in orbit,

21.1 Earth Reinforcements. Earth rein-

forcements can come into play only
if they are launched into orbit by an
ELR or Space Shuttle,

21.2 Deep Space Reinforcements . In ad-

dition to designating which satellites

are deep space reinforcements, players

must also note from which map edge
(numbered 1-6) the deep space rein-

forcements will enter. Deep space rein-

forcements must first appear on any
one of the numbered outer map hex
edges on the turn they are activated.

They are placed in alternating sequence,
with the player who moved first that

turn placing the first unit, as for game
set-up. Deep space reinforcements may
not attack the turn they appear on the

map. Any turn afterwards they may
move and fight normally.

Deep space reinforcements may only
enter the game on Turn 4 or any turn

thereafter.

21.3 Reinforcemen t Resfrictions

,

The
point cost of mines, missiles, and
nuclear warheads is fixed, wherever
they start. Special Forces, rockets
(with or without payloads) or Space
Shuttles may not be designated as

deep space reinforcements,

22.0 PREPARATION FOR PLAY
22.1 Scenario Selection . Players decide

which side and which scenario they

will play,

22.2 Selection of Forces , Each player se-

cretly selects his forces limited by the

total number of points available to

him according to the scenario selected,

22.3 Bookkeeping. Each player must
write down, on a separate sheet of

paper:

(1) which satellites are Earth rein-

forcements

(2) which satellites are deep space re-

inforcements

(3) the number of mines, missiles, and
nuclear warheads carried by each
OWP satellite and Space Shuttle

(4) the number of mines, missiles, and
nuclear warheads in each country

(5) which satellites are suicide satel-

lites

22,4

Set-up, Each player rolls one die.

The high roller is player A and the oth-

er player is player B for the remainder
of the game.

Player A places one of his satellites

face down (blank counters can be used
as decoys) on the map and player B
does likewise, alternating until all sat-

ellites are on the map. Reinforcements
remain hidden off the map at this time.

Counters may be placed on top of en-

emy counters.

Flip all counters right-side up, re-

move all blank counters and begin

play.

23.0

VICTORY CONDITIONS
Players receive victory points (VPs) for

each enemy satellite destroyed by any
means, for each turn their EWR satellites

are in the enemy country’s spotting cone,
and for each nuclear warhead which hits

the enemy country. Victory points are

awarded as follows:

For each EWR each turn in the enemy
country’s spotting cone: 1 VP

For each OWP or HK destroyed: 1 VP
For each CJS or Special Force destroyed:

2 VP
For each EWR or Space Shuttle destroy-

ed: 3 VP
For each Nuke which strikes the enemy

country: 10 VP
For each 3-MIRV which strikes the enemy

country: 30 VP
For each 7-MIRV which strikes the enemy

country; 70 VP

Each scenario may have additional vic-

tory point tabulations.

24.0 SCENARIOS
24.1 BLOCKADE , This scenario depicts

an attempt by one side to deny the
other side access to space,

24.1 1 Beginning the Game, One player

is designated as the blockading play-

er and receives 45 points to build

his forces. The other player receives

35 points to build his forces. All

but 10 of these points must be des-

ignated as either Earth reinforce-

ments or as deep space reinforce-

ments; no more than 10 points may
be used in deep space.

24.1 2 Special Rules. No nuclear war-

heads are allowed.

24.13 Ending the Game. The game
ends after twelve turns or when
either player’s forces are complete-
ly destroyed. The winner is the play-

er with the most victory points.

24.2 INTERCEPT. This scenario depicts

a Soviet attempt to pick off a Space
Shuttle carrying an important military-

hardware experiment.

24.21 Beginning the Game. The USA
player gets 40 points to build his

forces, plus one Space Shuttle at no
additional cost. The USSR player re-

ceives 45 points to build his forces.

24.22 Special Rules. Before setting up,

the USA player must designate both
the area (numbered 1-6 on the map
edges) and the turn the Shuttle will

enter the game. The special Shuttle

may carry up to a half-payload of

weapons. The USA player may not
attack until the turn after the USSR
player moves any of his satellites

by Optional Movement, No nuclear

warheads are allowed.

24.23 Ending the Game. The game
ends when the Shuttle either returns

safely to Earth or is destroyed. The
USA player receives 10 VPs for re-

turning the Shuttle to Earth. The
USSR player receives 1 0 VPs for de-

stroying it. The winner is the player

with the most VPs at the end of the

game,

24.24 Op tio nal Rule. For a cost o f only
two points each the USA player may



Space Station counters must be set up

first, face up.

Contents, A Space Station may carry

an unlimited number of missile s, mines,

and/or nukes — up to a player’s whole ar-

senal, A Space Station may be resupplied

in the same way as an OWP. It may
also make up Supply counters from its ar-

senal, and send them, via OLR or Shuttle,

to resupply other satellites. Supply coun-

ters may not be sent from the Space Sta-

tion to Earth except on a Shuttle.

Combat . During one turn, a Space Sta-

tion may do any or all of the following:

(a) fire up to 10 missiles at one or more

targets; (b) lay up to 10 mines; (c) launch

up to three OLRs containing any payload

(or no payload); (d) make a normal attack

using its combat strength of 4.

Special Forces. An SF unit may treat a

Space Station like Earth for “endurance”

purposes (13.1) — that is, after spending

1 2 Game-Turns in space, it can spend three

Game-Turns at the station and then return

to action.

Observation . A Space Station in the

enemy spotting cone counts as two EWR
satellites for victory point purposes, unless

jammed by an enemy CIS.

er receives 100 points to build his

forces.

24.42 Special Rules. None.

24.43 Ending the Game . The game

ends when either country is behind

by 1 50 VP. In reality, either player

loses if his country is hit by a nuke.

For gaming purposes, the winner is

the player with the most VPs,

24.44 Optional Rules. The Trip-Wire

Special Rule is particularly suited for

this scenario. You may find it practi-

cal to limit in-orbit build points to

25 to 40 for each side.

purchase additional Shuttles in deep

space. He must designate which

Shuttle is carrying the experimental

hardware, in addition to designating

the area and the turn each Shuttle

wjll enter the game. Note that this

is an exception to Rule 21.3.

24.3 TRIP-WIRE . This scenario depicts a

“limited” action, with each side wait-

ing for the optimum moment to at-

tempt a pre-emptive strike.

24.3 1 Beginning the Game . Each player

receives 5 0 points to build his forces,

24.32 Special Rules . The first player

to successfully hit the enemy with

a nuclear warhead loses 10 points

(though he still gets points for the

hit). If both players hit on the same
turn, each loses the 1 0 points. In

addition, players get VPs for their

own surviving forces at the end of

the game, equivalent to the VPs the

enemy would have gotten if he had
destroyed them — i,e., a surviving

HK is worth one point, and so on.

The game

SPACE STATIONS
An Advanced Rule

for Orbit War
Description , Space Stations (SS) are

large satellites, built a piece at a time from

components carried into orbit by rocket

or Shuttle, Each side has two Space Sta-

tion counters. A Space Station has an at-

tack factor of 4, defense of 4, and move-

ment of 1 . Its point cost in orbit is 12; it

is worth 1 0 victory points.

Setup. Space Stations are not available

as reinforcements; if chosen, they must

begin the game in orbit. Since they are

very large, they are impossible to hide;

24,33 Ending the Game
ends at the end of the 12th turn

either player attacks. The winner is

the player with the most victory

points.

24.4 TOTAL WAR , This scenario depicts

the beginning of World War III.

24,41 Beginning the Game. Each play-

More advanced rules for Orbit War, plus

an article from the designer, will appear

in the next issue of Space Gamer .

Point Number
Cost: Available

Earth

Point

Cost:

Deep Space

Point

Cost

:

Orbit

Defense Movemen t

Strength Allowance
A ttack

Strength

8 (each)

2 (each)

1 0 (each)

15 (each)

2 (each)

SUSA
2 USSR

Unlimited

Unlimited

EWR
CJS
OWP
HK
SF
Shuttle

ilMS&F-

ELR 0

OLR 0

Mine 6

Missile RHI
Nuke 5

3-MIRV 5

7-MIRV 5

Supply -

Suicide Satellite 5 (for explosion) Varies

Space Station 4 4

* The number of OLRs available to each side is considered to be unlimited within the scope of the game, and their cost is

considered negligible.

** When a number is given, this is the number of counters provided, and no further satellites of that type may be bought,

“Unlimited” indicates that players may buy as many units as they like, recording the number bought and re-usmg counters as

Vi Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

2 (each)
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TRAILING

SHUTTLEWARS
Orbital Space Combat in the I980*s

INTRODUCTION : Shutflewars is a two-player game

of tactical
„

shuttle-to-satellite combat in orbit

around the Earth. The Space Shuttle is armed with

a 30-ton pulse laser weapon in Its payload bay, and

the three kEfler satellites ere armed with either a

pulse laser weapon or with proximity-detonated

explosives. The game may be played solitaire.

THE GAME MAP: Each hex on the game map rep-

resents a distance of 1000 km (622 miles) , and the

entire mapsheet is about 40% of the length of a sin-

gle orbit. The hexes are numbered with a two<ligit

identification code, The lettered hexes are used for

initial satellite deployment and the arrowed hexes

are for Shuttle entry.

THE PLAYING PIECES: The game requires mova-

ble units to be placed on the game map; use Orbit

War counters.

INITIAL SETUP: Satellite placement is determin-

ed by a roll of a six-sided die. On a roll of 1 or 2,

place one satellite on each A deployment hex; on a

roll of 3 or 4, use the B hexes; and on a roll of 5 or

6, use the C hexes. Shuttle entry is determined by

a die roll also: Place the Shuttle marker on the ar-

rowed hex corresponding to the die roll,

GAME TURN PROCEDURE: Each game turn, a

number of actions take place in a specific sequence,

as follows.

a. Move the Shuttle two hexes.

b. Determine Shuttle entry (if needed).

c. Move all mine satellites one hex.

d. Fire the Shuttle laser.

e. Fire the laser satellites.

SHUTTLE MOVEMENT: The map edge that the

Shuttle enters is labeled T railing and the map edge

that the Shuttle exits is labeled Spinward. The

Shuttle moves two hexes per turn from the Trail-

ing edge toward the Spinward edge. Placing the

Shuttle on a numbered arrow hex counts as one

hex of movement. The Shuttle need not move in a

perfectly straight line, but it must always proceed

toward the Spinward edge and it may only leave

the map area via that edge. The Shuffle may not

stop and atways moves two hexes per game turn.

When the Shuttle leaves the Spinward edge of the

game map, use the Shuttle Entry Procedure de-

scribed above to re-enter it for another pass. Exam-

p/es ; A Shuttle in hex 25 may move to 15, 26, or

35 as a legal move. Once in 15, it may only move

to 16 or 26. It may only exit the map on a later

turn from 19, 29, 39, 49, 59, or 69.

SATELLITE MOVEMENT: When each Satellite is

placed, flip a coin to determine its type: If heads,

it is a laser satellite; if tails, it is a mine satellite.

Laser satellites do not move. Mine satellites at-

tempt to intercept the path of the Shuttle. Each

turn, after the Shuttle moves, each mine satellite

moves one hex in the direction of the Shuttle. A
mine satellite will not enter a hex occupied by

another satellite (of either type),

MINE SATELLITE DETONATION: When the

Shuttle and a mine satellite simultaneously occupy

the same hex (as a result of movement by either

player), the mine satellite immediately expiodes

and is removed from play. Roll the die. On a roll of

1 ,
the Shuttle is destroyed. On a roll of 2 or 3, the

Shuttle laser is destroyed. On a roll of 4, 5, or 6,

the mine has no effect. If the Shuttle already has

Its laser destroyed, a damage roll of 2 or 3 will

destroy the Shuttle.

LASER COMBAT: To fire a laser (either from the

Shuttle or a laser satellite), count the number of

hexes between the laser and its target (count the

target's hex, but not the laser's). Roll the die: If

the die roll is greater than the range in hexes, the

target is hit (effective range is thus limited to five

hexes). Fire at a target in the same hex is resolved

as if at a range of one hex: A 1 is always a miss.

Resolving laser hit damage on the Shuttle is the

same as resolving mine satellite detonation. When

the Shuttle hits, the satellite is always destroyed.

VICTORY: The game continues until either the

Shuttle is destroyed or all three satellites are de-

stroyed (note that if the Shuttle laser is out, the

game is not over). The Shuttle player receives one

point for each satellite destroyed, and the satellite

player receives three points for destroying the Shut-

tle or two points for destroying the Shuttle laser

(not both). The player with the most points wins,

and a tie is a victory for the Shuttle player. There

are four levels of victory depending upon the dif-

ference between the point totals:

0 Pyrrhic Victory (Shuttle player only)

1 Marginal Victory

2 Decisive Victory

3 Total Victory

VARIATIONS: Free Deployment: The satellite

player may choose what types of satellites to use

and may deploy on any lettered hex (one satellite

per hex). The Shuttle player may enter the map on

any Trailing edge hex.

Suparstiuttle: The Shuttle has two lasers on

board and may fire twice per turn, but it only

moves one hex per turn,

Total Shuttlewar: Give the Shuttle player two

Shuttles and the satellite player six satellites; divide

victory points by two (round fractions up). Suita-

ble for team play.

Design: Henry Biancardi ; Development/Graphic Design

:

Chuck Kallenbach 1
1 ; P/aytesters: Dan Hi I E an , Don Rapp, and Steve Vice

Copyright © 1983 by Steve Jackson Games
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The chilled wind stirs in the restless city.

In it a haunting sound a piping high

above in the jet black sky. A rustle

is heard. A shadow crosses the
pavement. Then, upon turning

a sigh of relief. You real-

ize you are only playing
the unique new super-

natural horror game

*
art by:

EERIE !

XCITING !

JUST SEND CHECK (no cash or C.O.D.) FOR $7.95
(price includes postage and handling! TO:
DARK HOUSE • RR1, BOX 140- A • THEI L M AN, MINN.

55978 — Please print —

NAME.

ADDRESS. .APT..

CITY. .STATE. ZIP.

THE GAME CONSISTS OF 108 MASTERFUL-
LY ILLUSTRATED CARDS PICTURING SCENES
OF TERROR-DIE CUT FOR QUALITY. EASY TO

LEARN RULES EXPLAIN HOW TO PLAY AND

TELL THE HORROR STORY. PLAYERS ASSUME
THE OPPOSING ROLES OF LIFE AND DEATH
TAKING INTO THEIR OWN HANDS THE FATE OF

HAPLESS VICTIMS, THAT DARE TO LEAVE THEIR

APARTMENT HOUSES AND WALK THE SINISTER

CITY STREETS ALONE AT NIGHT. FOR 2 PLAY-

ERS, AGES 12 & UP-REQUIRES ONLY A LITTLE

IMAGINATION AND STORYTELLING ABILITY.
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Counter Intelligence

by Aaron Allston

(Or, Where I’m Going —
Apologies to SJ)

This, I regret to say, is my last issue of

Space Gamer. FG 2 was my last Fan tasy

Gamer. After an eternity as circulation

manager, seven issues as assistant editor,

and seventeen issues as editor, I
5m moving

on.

Why, you ask? (A couple of you, any-

way.) The Freelance Trail beckons. My
great ambition has always been to earn

my living at home, with my own tripe-

writer and my own hours — writing,

designing and editing. I think I can do it

now; wish me luck.

You're not getting rid of me entirely,

however. Most of my work will still be in

the gaming industry. Ill still be visible at

gaming conventions. (I may even appear

in this magazine’s lettercol — that would

be an experience. Hmmm . . .)

Next In Line

Moving into the hotseat of Space

Gamer and Fantasy Gamer editor and

editorial coordinator is Christopher

‘‘Rood Boy" Frink, formerly FG’s assis-

tant editor. Chris is 6’5” and massive,

granting him the irritating ability to both

loom and hulk at the same time
; his less

flashy journalistic skills should keep the

magazines on track. Wish him luck, too.

Ill give him whatever space is left at the

end of this column to talk about his plans

and ideas, Richard Steinberg, formerly

SG assistant editor, is now assistant editor

to both magazines.

Endnotes

In the final analysis, it’s been a trial

and a pleasure editing SG and FG for the

past year and a half. Pm glad I had the

opportunity to interact with contributors

and readership as bright, varied and out-

spoken as this magazine’s. Good luck to

you, too. -AA

Into the Hotseat

Aaron’s left a big place for me to fill.

Given time, Fm sure I can do it with some
help from Richard and my new assistant

editor, Warren Spector. Warren’s an avid

gamer and fine editor, and is working on

his Ph. D. in Radio/Television/Film at the

University of Texas. Warren is a computer

game fiend, and should add to our com-

puter game coverage.

Fm sure you noticed this Space Gamer
was late — very late. We are chagrined and

embarrassed . . . please bear with us.

There are no serious problems — but

between the personnel changeover and

the game in this issue, we fell behind,

(Our first game choice fell through, and
we brought Orbit War off the bench.)

Youll see us again in two months or less.

Help!

Since we split TSG into SG and FG,
we’ve had a wonderful cascade of submis-

sions — most of it fantasy related. That’

s

good for Fantasy Gamer — we’ve got some
great fiction, games, and scenarios coming
up - but we’re running on empty here at

SG. So if you have some good ideas for

articles, fiction, or scenarios, send ’em in.

We are especially hard-up for generic s-f

scenarios — that is, adventures that can be

played with any science fiction RPG.

This Ish

We have two complete games this

month. The main attraction is Wallace

Wang’s Orbit War; the US and the USSR
use shuttles, orbital weapon platforms,

and hunter-killer satellites (among others)

to control the space above Earth. It’s

timely, fast, and exciting.

The second game is a classic beer-and-

pretzels version of the same theme:

Shuttiewars, originally released by Para-

noia Press . We thought y ou 'd like « gms

to see it again. Have fun. —CF 3V

Fantasy Gamer
in Issue 3 (Dec./Jan. 1984);

The Thing in the Darkness, a solo adven-

ture for Call of Cthulhu. IPs a self-contained

adventure, so anybody can play — just don't

read it before you go to sleep;

Three for One — adapting three fantasy

boardgames for solo play;

Rhau-Tegoth — a new (and nasty} deity

for Call of Cthulhu;

The Strangler — a new character class for

D&D (or any FRPG};
A featured review of Lost Worlds; and
A terrifying piece of mysterious fiction.

Space Gamer
In Issue 67 (Jan./Feb, 1984):

Interdiction Station — a shortish scenario

set on a small space station, A change of

pace for some of you experienced gamers or

a dandy introductory adventure.

Featured reviews of three new secret

agent RPGs — James Bond 007, Espionage!
(

and Mercenaries, Spies, and Private Eyes;

Capsule reviews of Silo 14, Knight Hawks,
and Big Rubble, among others.

In upcoming issues:

The Island of Entellope — a gen eric, after-

the-holocaust adventure;

Designer's notes and advanced rules for

Orbit War.

Autoduel Quarterly
in Issue 4 (Winter 2033}:

Maniac — autoduefMng in a shopping

mall;

Anti-cydEst tactics;

Trucking economics;

New products from Unde Albert,

In upcoming issues;

The Long Way Around — delivering a

bomb expert to defuse a terrorist bomb, a

programmed Car Wars solo adventure;

The AADA — details on the formation

of the American Autoduel Association.

Fire & Movement
In Issue 38 (Nov./Dec. 1983}:

Featured review of Simulations Canada's

D.A.K,/La Regia Marina;

Making Atlantic Wall more playable;

Modern armor miniatures rules overview;

Featured review of (computer) Close

Assault.
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Where We’re Going

by Steve Jackson

Some issues I don't have much for this

column. On the other hand, sometimes

there’s a lot of news. This time, there’s

entirely too much. Since I can’t fake up

three pages, I’ll use small type and try to

be concise.

For openers, we’re having some staff

changes on SG and FG . Aaron Allston,

who’s been our editor roughly forever,

has left to pursue a career as a free-lance

writer and designer. If anybody can doit,

he can
;
wish him luck.

For now, Aaron’s editorial positions

(both of them) will be filled by Chris

Frink, with Warren Spector and Richard

Steinberg as his assistants. They’ve been

with SJG long enough to know what’s

going on; they’ll do a good job.

The Convention Trail

It’s convention season; nearly every

weekend, it seems, we make a convention

trip. And in the past few weeks, we’ve

had our best two conventions ever.

Also one of our worst.

Origins ’83 was the best and the worst.

Best, because we really cleaned up on

awards (see box), we sold a lot of games,

and we met a lot of people. Worst, because

Detroit is a disaster area for visitors, Ral

Partha’s van was impounded, then stripped

in the police lot; several other companies

had smaller problems; and we suffered a

hotel burglary. On the last night of the

con, more than $ 1 ,000 in checks, travel-

ler’s checks, charge slips, and change was

stolen from our room at the Hotel Font-

chartrain. The thief’s profits could only

have been about $20 - the paper wasn’t

negotiable — but if (a) your check or

charge from Origins never dears, (b) your

subscription from Origins doesn’t start, or

(c) you see me frown when someone men-

tions Detroit . . . that’s why. But the con-

vention was fun all the same — and thank

you all for the Hall of Fame award. I was

flabbergasted

.

GenCon ’83 was, unqualifiedly, one of

the best ever. After our problems there

last year, I was hesitant about going. But

nothing happened. I mean nothing. It

was well-run; we had fun; and the trip far

more than paid for itself (we sold out of

Car Wars and several other things). Skip

Williams deserves thanks for a good job of

organizing.

One other thing I’ve been doing recent-

ly — like conventions, but not exactly —

is “personal appearances.” This is a ses-

sion, sponsored by a game or book store,

where I get to meet gamers, maybe do

some refereeing, answer questions, and

whatnot. In many ways, it’s better than

a convention. At cons, I’m usually being

pulled 14 different ways; I have to give

seminars, talk business, help run tourneys,

and so on . . , all at the same time, over a

wide area, and on very little sleep. Cons

are fun, but they kill me. A game-store

appearance has most of the benefits of a

con, with few of the problems. I made a

trip to Fantastic Worlds in Fort Worth on

September 24-25, and one to Mile High

Comics in Denver on Nov. 18-19. If any

more come up, I’ll try to mention them
here, in advance.

Sincere Flattery

The ,Space Gamer / Fantasy Gamer split

is going very well; FG 1 is already com-

pletely sold out. And Dragon Magazine

has honored us with some very sincere

flattery. In their August ’83 issue, they an-

nounce that the TSR magazine combo of

Dragon and Ares is following suit; Dragon

will concentrate on fantasy, and Ares on

science fiction. I thought it was a good

idea , . t

SJ Games Origins Awards—
Space Gamer Magazine: Best Professional Magazine Covering Role-Playing.

Fire & Movement Magazine: Best Professional Magazine Covering Boardgatnlng.

' Illuminati: Best Science Fiction Board Game

Steve Jackson: Hall of Fame

* ffc 5ft

Blumina ti : Game Designers’ Guild Select Award

New Releases
Currently, we’re planning Car Wars

Expansion 3 (East Midville) and Expansion

4 (Armadillo Autoduel Arena) for some-

time before Christmas. If you’re a sub-

scriber, you can order in advance from

this issue’s mailer cover. Otherwise, just

watch for them in your hobby shop.

They’ll retail for $3.00 each.

But even sooner than that (like prob-

ably already in the stores) will be the

Car Wars Map Sheets package. This is a

set of five identical sheets in a 9” x 12”

ziplock bag. Each sheet is 21” by 32”,

printed with the Car Wars grid pattern on

both sides, for do-it-yourself arenas,

towns, factory complexes, or whatever

your vicious little heart desires. Retail

price is $5.00.

At Last, Software
For at least two years, I’ve been trying

to get software versions of our games pro-

duced - either by SJ Games, or by

another company. It’s been frustrating.

We’ve talked seriously with several com-

panies, including two big computer manu-

facturers. But, for one reason or another,

things always fell through. Until now.

Many of you have probably heard of

“Lord British,” the author of the com-

puter games Akalabeth
,
Ultima ,

and Ul-

tima II, He’s had the same sort of experi-

ences that I did when I was starting out,

and his response was the same: “I’ll start

my own company!” So he did. It’s called

Origin Software Systems. By the time

you read this, the first Origin programs

will be available: Ultima III and Caverns

of Callisto, both for the Apple II+. But,

before too long, you’ll see some other

Origin titles . . * very familiar ones , . ,

like Ogre and Car Wars. An Undead pro-

gram is in the works, too, though it won’t

be published under that name. The first

versions will be for the Apple 11+ ;
Atari is

probably next. And Illuminati and Battle-

suit will probably be done before

the end of 1984. Watch for them. 9wM
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LETTErS

I hate to complain, but since you split

Space Gamer into two mags, it has gone

rapidly downhill. I am not referring to

the philosophy of having . fantasy one

month and SF the next, Fm talking about

the issues 1 have received so far.

SG 64 started off with an ugLy, unim-

pressive cover. It looked like a shot out

of a very cheap old movie. Your covers

wrere once very good, especially Dave

Martin’s work. Your Star Trek review and

designer’s notes were well done and time-

ly, though too long for my tastes. Your
regular columns and features (“Murphy's

Rules”) were good as always. T liked the

Ogre article.

My main complaint about SG 64 was

the cowboys and dinosaurs in the middle.

MINIATURES

For All ESPIONAGE TYPE

Role Playing Games

Ml SECRET AGENTS I

M2 MOBSTERS
M3 POLICE

M4 SECRET AGENTS II

M5 MERCENARIES!
M6 TERRORISTS
M7 PRIVATE EYES
$3.00 per set; 3 figures in each set.

Order from-

CASTLE CREATIONS
1322 Cranwood Square South

Columbus, Ohio 43229

licensed figures for m/>&
a division of Flying Buffalo me.

What, pray tell, is SF about the old

west, and the prehistoric past, other than

the fact that they both inexplicably wind
up taking over a dozen pages of my maga-

zine? 1 don't play Boot Hill or Wild West
,

and 1 don’t think many people buy a

science fiction magazine to read about

them,

Thomas B. Cornwell

Bluefield, WV

Fm afraid your last remark strikes me
as a peculiar sort of SF snobbery. The

lost world romance has been a staple of
science fiction for a long time

f
in both

text and film — from Doyle '$ The Lost

World
,

through half of the works of
Edgar Rice Burroughs and other writers

,

continuing as a popular genre today.

Space Gamer does not exist only to

promote hard-science outer-space simula-

tion, not when there are so many other

entertaining divisions within the SFfield,

-AA

Just finished SG 64 - the one that

starts the split and (more importantly)

has a letter in it from me. (it’s Pella, not

Della, but my handwriting is often

atrocious, so I won’t complain.)

All in all, a pretty good issue, consider-

ing that I know no one who has either

Boot Hill or Wild West

.

The scenario and

article are almost enough to make me
want to get one of the games (or both)

£nd get playing,

I have one observation, though. Your
“new look” is all well and good, but one
of my favorite parts of the Coming At-

tractions box is the little final note of

something bizarre (like “a lotta fairies/'

“The Post Office/' and “a twit, an angel,

and a blivitf) that kept the reader guess-

ing, Of course, I get the magazine for its

reviews and feature articles and scenarios,

but those little humorous touches mustn't

be lost as SJG and SG get bigger.

1 can think of better uses of the space

in your magazine than to illustrate the

reviews with photos of the game covers

and/or components, especially with cap-

sule reviews. I may be in the minority,

but the box cover never causes me to

buy or reject a game (except, of course,

for its name, company, and blurbs).

The space used for these this month
could have been filled with another

capsule review.

Russel Grant Collins

Pella, 1A

/ hadn't realized
, until the letters

started coming in, that the teasers in the

Coming Attractions box were so well-

regarded. (Like so many things around

this office, they started off as a joke and
ended up as the norm. ) I'll recommend
them to my successor.

Fm afraid I have to disagree about the

presentation ofcover and components art

in the reviews. If we didn't use that art

,

we wouldn't be taking up the space with

more text — wed use other art At least

component illustrations are relevant

We've heard a lot ofgamers say that they

wouldn't mind if we eliminated art from
the issues altogether andfilled them cover-

to-cover with text
,
but the subliminal

effect on the readers of graphics is too

important a factor to discard - yes, we
could cram SG with pertinent text and
make it look like a textbook, but we
want our views heard by more than the

die-hard gamers who wouldn't notice

such a change . That's the price of operat-

ing a professional publication.

-AA

In an age of man now only distantly

remembered, there existed a magazine

which the good people in the land of Fan-

dom did enjoy. But lo, there came a day

unlike any other day, when the Powers

That Be sent a lightning bolt to rend

asunder that magazine.

From the fragments of the one there

emerged two magazines, and the Powers

That Be told the people of Fandom to

partake of them.

And lo! They found them to be very

good indeed!

All right, it's stretching it a bit, but

you get the point.

IYe been a follower of Space Gamer
,

off and on, since issue 1 8. When you took

over the magazine it became more on

than off By the time the split was

announced, T was confident enough to

subscribe to both, sight unseen. I wasn’t

disappointed.

A sister magazine is the smartest way
to grow (after all, it gets two magazines

on the rack at once, doesn't it?) and I'm

glad to sec you've made the transition

smoothly.

But then — did anyone doubt it?

John O'Neill

Ottawa, Ontario
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CapsuLe Reviews

Space Gamer reviews science fiction

boardgames, role-playing games, com-

puter games, play-by-mail games, and

game supplements. We will review any SF

game if the publisher sends us a copy We
do not guarantee reviews of historical

games.

The staff will make reasonable efforts

to check reviews for factual accuracy, but

opinions expressed by reviewers are not

necessarily those of the magazine.

Games and game items for which

Space Gamer has assigned or received

reviews include (The) Alien f
Alien Ar-

mada
,

Traveller miniatures, Combots
,

Deep Space Navigator,
Espionage

,
Galac-

tac
f

Illuminati, Mercenaries Spies & Pri-

vate Eyes
,
MSPE miniatures, Nuclear

Escalation
,
San Sued

,
Shuttle Intercept

,

Silo 14, Space Opera miniatures, Super

Heroes miniatures, Villains <£ Vigilantes

miniatures, and Warboid World.

Games and game items fox which

Space Garner is seeking reviews include

Autoduel Quarterly
,
Cassiopeian Empire

,

Close Simulations Unitrays, Cosmic Bal-

ance II - The Strategic Game, Famine in

Far-Go, Fasolt in Peril, The Forever War,

Gamma World (revised), Gamelord, High

Ranger Guard, Judge Dredd, Knigh t

Hawks, Lee ’s Guide to Interstellar Adven-

ture, M.LS.SJ.OM, Operation: Fastposs,

Operation Guardian
,
Operation Peregrine

f

Pentantastar, Race in Space, Recon,

Spectre, Star Commander, Star Explorer;

Star Fleet Battle Manual,
Star Sector

Atlas 2, Star Sentry t
Survival Force

miniatures, Tarsus;
To Challenge Tomor-

row, Traveller Starter Edition, The

Undersea Environment
,
Veterans, Voltur-

n us/Planet of Mystery
t

Voyager I, and

Witness for the Defense.

GAMES

ANT WARS (Jason McAllister); $7.50,

Designed by Jason McAllister. Large envelope,

with 8-page 5W 1 x 8Vs” rulebook, 32 cards, and

189 counters, plus two 11” x 17” mapsheets.

Published 1982. For two or three players; play-

ing time one hour.

The ants arc battling it out for control of

your back yard. Queens lay eggs which hatch

into workers, soldiers, and more queens. They

fight for the best food-gathering territories.

Every so often, natural disasters thin the popu-

lation - or that brat Billy blows up a whole

anthill - but the ants keep on multiplying . ,

.

In An t Wars, each player controls the des-

tiny of one tribe of ants - black, brown, or red

— represented by magnificent die-cut, silk-

screened, 1” counters on heavy cardboard. The

beautiful counters, unfortunately, are not

matched by the hastily assembled rulebook,

map and cards. But the game is simple and fun.

You need to control your expansion and

choose the right population mix. Workers gath-

er food while soldiers are useless in peacetime —

but if you are attacked, one soldier is worth at

least three workers in battle. Queens are de-

fenseless but can start new nests to breed more

hordes. Where you expand is important, too;

some parts of the backyard battlefield are rich

in food but disaster-prone, while others are safe

but nonproductive. The game plays quickly,

developing into a battle of siege and feint, raids

and withdraw. You can win by destroying the

enemy, or just by outnumbering him decisively.

A little more development would have been

worthwhile. After my first few games, I

changed the turn sequence to put Hatching be-

fore Movement - this speeded things up re-

markably without changing the game’s flavor.

The productivity of each area should be marked

on the map but isn’t. Hie “disaster” cards af-

fect play greatly, but the “extra food” cards

rarely help anyone at all, and never signifi-

cantly. There’s rto provision for stored food;

the ants live (so to speak) hand-to-mouth each

turn. (I have been told that there is now an

errata sheet to clear up some of these questions,

but I haven’t seen it.)

On the whole, though, it’s fun. 1 can’t help

it ... I have to say this; / like ft despite the

bugs in it Sorry . . . couldn’t resist. If your

game store doesn’t have this one (and it prob-

ably doesn’t) you can order for $7.50 plus

50 cents postage & handling from Jason

McAllister Games, 2416 Grape St., Joliet, IL

60435.
— Steve Jackson

STAR FLEET BATTLES COMMANDERS
RULEBOOK (Task Force Games); SI 2.95, De-

signed by Stephen V. Cole. Addition to the

Star Fleet Battles game line. 96-page rulebook,

eight-page chart fold/cut-out, loose-leaf plastic

notebook. Published 1983.

IS IT POSSIBLE?
A truly NEW concept En space war games?

'
:

:\7
'

is--
'

« -

m
* Super Realistic Movement!
* No Complex Tables & Charts

* Design Your Own Ship

* Realistic Damage Control

* Challenging * For 2-6 Players

* Ages 10 and Up

* Game Time 1-2 Hours

* Fast • Intense • Exciting!

Considered the most innovative new concept

in space battle games at Origins 831

Retail Price: S14.50

DEEP SPACE NAVIGATOR promotes un-

precedented speed of play and allows

reaiistic freedom of movement never

before achieved by any other space

game!

A unique 'Star Destroyer
1

template

eliminates the movement restrictions

associated with conventional board play-

ing surfaces as well as the need for com-

plex probability tables and charts. Players

actually plot their ship’s course on paper

with colored, fine point fiber tip pens.

(Pens available at any office supply

store.)

Special ship design sheets allow players

to equip their ships with energy shields,

armor and weapons. These same design

sheets are also used to record ship

damage, fuel consumption and scoring.

DEEP SPACE NAVIGATOR is a game of

piloting skill and strategic planning —
not mere chance.

Prove you are an ace by out-maneuvering

your opponents In a Deep Space
dogfight!

TACTICAL TEMPLATES, Inc.

914 West Lee Rd., Dept. 221

Taylors, SC 29687

"STATE OF THE ART"
in advanced gaming technologies!

Balboa, ZocchiCurrent Distributors: Aarmstrongs, The Armory,
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The Commander's Rulebook is the long-

promised consolidation of the Star Fleet Bat-

tles rules and expansions. A new organization

system presents the rules of the game by sub-

ject and in an orderly fashion, in contrast to

the old method of rules organization. The chart

cut-out provides miniatures rules and turning

gauges, complete Master Ship Charts, a consoli-

dated turn mode chart, damage allocation

chart, and a Master Weapons Chart,

The Commander’s Rulebook has much to

applaud besides the reorganization. The loose-

leaf notebook is decorated with a huge Star

Fleet Universe logo, and is quite attractive, Tire

charts are handy, especially tire Master Weapons
Chart, which has heretofore not existed. Tire

printing is superior, and the organization is a

giant step for game comprehension. Some new
rules are added, besides those put in from the

expansions (new and better rules for the Cloak-

ing device, reserve power, etc.), plus an entire

section on navigation hazards (planets, black

holes, etc.). There are also new and better dia-

grams (including some very helpful ones on the

use of the Tholian Web generator). But, of

course, the fact that all of the rules on a partic-

ular subject {any particular subject) are in the

same place at the same time is the best feature

of the Commander's Rulebook . No more flip-

ping through two to four books to find a rule!

Unfortunately, the Commander’s Rulebook
is not complete. It is missing rules from the ex-

pan sionSn Rules from the expansions pertaining

to the systems in the basic rulebook are pre-

sent; new sections (new weaponry, ship’s sys-

tems, manuever s, pseudofighters) introduced in

the expansions are not here. Notations at the

places where they should have been refer to

'Volume II\ and I have also found references to

'Volume III\ This means that gamers will have

to buy at least two more volumes (hopefully at

lower prices) to have the complete game. Also,

the Impulse Charts and Energy/Movement Cost

Conversion Chart were not included.

The Commander's Rulebook is what Star

Fleet Battles should have been in the first place.

If you have a photographic memory and can

remember where every rule is with the old sys-

tem, you won't need this rulebook. If not, this

rulebook will be almost essential.

- Craig Sheeley

SUPPLEMENTS

AUTODUEL CHAMPIONS (Steve Jackson

Games); $10,00. Designed by Aaron Allston.

Supplement to Car Wars and Champions. 63-

page rulebook, double-sided 21” by 32” map,
131-counter sheet. Published 19 S3.

Autoduel Champions adapts Car Wars to

Champions/Espionage
y introduces the concept

of superheroes to Car Wars with a heavily

modified set of skills from Champions, and
features rules for aerial combat, using heli-

copters, The first section gives skills, equip-

ment, vehicles, and campaign ideas for auto-

duelling within the Hero Games character

generation and combat system. Autoduellists

aren’t as tough as an average superhero, but
their vehicles make up for the difference. The
second section concerns itself with Car Wars
helicop ter generation/construcdon ,

movement *

combat, damage, and the inevitable crashing

section (crashing a chopper is like being hit by
a semi — not much left of the vehicle)* The
third section concerns putting superheroes into

Car Wars. It is possible to convert a Champions
hero to this system, if you want to use the

Car Wars combat system instead of the Cham-
pions system. Also included are suggestions on
how to convert Car Wars supplements and
materials to the Champions system and vice-

versa, and two adventures to get you started

(one for each system).

The counters, done by Denis Loubet, are

superb. They include Champions-^ized auto and

The Journal

can't solve

all your

problems .

but we
can help

improve your
Traveller game.

Each issue contains two ready-to-play Amber
Zone scenarios, a Casual Encounter with an in-

teresting non-player character, a Contact capsule

description of an alien race, and much more.

Whether you're a player or a referee, the Journal

is required reading for any Traveller.

Here's part of what you're missing:

SuSAG— How a megacorporation works.

Starship Malfunctions— What happens when
your starship doesn't work as it should-

Special Supplement 2, Exotic Atmospheres— A
pull-out section on exotic, insidious and corrosive

atmospheres.

A one year subscription costs $9 in the US and Canada, $ 18 elsewhere
WINNER OF THREE H, G. WELLS AWARDS FOR BEST MAGAZINE COVERING ROLE-PLAYING

Game Designers' Workshop
ATTN: JOURNAL SUBSCRIPTION

P.O. Box 1646, Bloomington, Illinois 61701
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helicopter counters, as well as helicopter and

hero counters for Car Wars. Eight Cardboard

Heroes are included. As usual, internal art is

well done. Organization is good, with an index

included. Car Wars fans wr
ill love the mind-

boggling amount of accessories now available,

including auto computers and LAW mounts
(not to mention the sound system for heli-

copters).

This supplement has everything you need

for helicopters and heroes with either system.

Combined with the counters, map, and art-

work, it’s (pardon the expression) highway

robbery for 510. Td expect such a package to

cost $12-14. If you own Champions, Espionage,

or Car Wars
,

it's more than worth the price.

- Craig Sheeky

PLAY AIDS

FORMS AND CHARTS (Game Designers’

Workshop); $5.00. Designed by Marc W. Miller.

One 534” x 814” book, indefinite number of

players. Published 1983.

Forms and Charts is a compilation of all the

various forms and charts that have been appear-

ing in different places as handouts from GDW —

at conventions, on the mailing wrapper for die

Journal of the Travellers' Aid Society ,
portions

of some adventures, etc. Instead of marketing

20+ individual forms as bundles of reproduc-

tions, to be sold individually, the folks at GDW
put them all into one booklet — with the ex-

press permission that you can photocopy the

entire booklet in any quantity desired, I hope
the gaming community is mature and intelligent

enough to justify their confidence in us.

All sorts of forms are reproduced in this

book — personal data and character generation,

ship’s papers, cargo manifests, design work-

sheets, mapping forms (sector, sub-sector, and

planetary), as ur

eli as a variety of mercenary

forms and xboat forms. A number of these

forms are particularly well-designed, especially

the mercenary tickets and the xboat forms. An
imaginative referee could add a lot of impact to

his or her campaign through the well-crafted

use of these forms and original artwork. As a

final treat, GDW has included two bonuses: a

copy of the standard and Imperial calendars,

and 12 “identification cards.” These cards can

be photocopied/printed on thicker paper

(suggestions on how to do this are included)

and used either by players as a gag or by the

referee in campaigns to add even more impact

to an event: imagine giving your players a real

wallet, supposedly found on a body, and allow-

ing them to find ‘"real” identification cards in-

side! The cards arc from a variety of sources —

Tukera Space Lines, a research station access

card, the Scouts, the University of Rhylanor,

the Travellers’ Aid Society, the Traveller News
Sendee , . . all in all, twelve beautiful and well-

designed extras.

Complaints? Only a few ... unless you have

a typewriter with a small element, or can write

fairly small (and neatly!), you will probably

have to use extra sheets of paper to fill in all of

the information you typically have on a charac-

ter or ship. The ‘ L

staiship deck plan grids”

(small and large grids) are much too small for

most ships, and are definitely too small for

either 15mm or 25mm miniatures. These are

probably the most useless forms included in

the book. The world map grid could have been

Cluster is a P.B.M. game of command management
writ against the stellar vastness. Players assume the role

of a “world leader’’ of a planet of one of the seven primary

or starfaring races. You have control of the economics,

diplomacy, exploration, colonization, and military

affairs of their world. Each race has its own strengths

and weaknesses. Races have different weapons,

propulsion, social order and technology. Planning

and realistic, logical, decision making are the ,

tools of success — and survival. Each turn //

costs $1 ,50 and there are no deadlines to

meet; moves are resolved as they come in. /
Cost for rules, game materials and /

initial set-up is $10.00, and the first three /

turns are free. For more information /
write. / M.

OTTOSCHMiDTii / Jp
RD 4 Box 381 /

Newton, New Jersey f
07860 /

Chumag

PRODUCED BY THE GAME ANVIL
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larger — the sdie included does not allow you
the chance to work some really fine detail in.

I found Farms and Charts to be a well

thought-out and prepared Traveller supplement.

1 especially like the out-front permission to

photocopy to our heart's content. This supple-

ment, when carefully used, will add a lot to a

referee's Traveller campaign.
- Frederick Paid Kiesche III

CAR WARS REFERENCE SCREEN (Steve

Jackson Games); 55,00, Compiled by the staff

of Autoduel Quarterly. Car Wars supplement.

Three-panel fold-out screen with five faces of

charts, enlarged record sheets for all vehicles,

vehicle design data sheet, pedestrian record

sheet. Published 1983. *

The Car Wars Reference Screen is for the

Car Wars referee who wants all of the charts

at his fingertips. Maneuver tables, weapon
charts, modifiers, and crash tables are included,

along with an index. The enlarged record sheets

are included for those who opined that the old

ones were too small, and the vehicle design data

sheet allows spot checks on damage and weight

potentials.

The best feature of the screen is the Ad-
vanced Collision System, which replaces the

old system. This system simulates actual colli-

sions quite well, and makes them much dead-

lier (don't get hit by a loaded semi). Though
complex at first, the added realism is worth it.

There are a few problems: The L

to hit’

modifiers are not with the weapon tables, re-

quiring the user to be continually looking from
one side to the opposite one; hazards and road
conditions are not as clearly presented as be-

fore, and the Advanced Collision System may
confuse some people. However, the most
frightening thing is the index. There's nothing

wrong with the index, until you see how many
places you have to took to find things. Car
Wars is accumulating too many rulebooks, simi-

lar to the plight of Star Meet Battles and Squad
Leader. Perhaps SJ Games might make a con-

solidated rulebook, like Task Force Games did

for Star Fleet Battles. And I wish t^iat the origi-

nal plans to include vehicle chart pads had been
carried out; $5.00 is a lot to pay for three

pieces of cardboard and an equal number of
paper sheets.

If you don’t buy Autoduet Quarterly, or

you really need all the Car Wars charts in one
place, buy this screen. Otherwise, you can get

the Advanced Collision System in the Summer
2033 Autoduel Quarterly, and skip paying $5
for this screen, I just can’t recommend it for

the price.

— Craig Sheeley

COMPUTER GAMES

GALACTIC ADVENTURES (SSI); $59.95.

Designed by Tom Reamy for the Apple II 48K
with disk and Applesoft in ROM, or Apple III,

For one or two players (best with one). Pub-

lished 1982.

SSI used their Galactic Gladiators graphics

and combat system and designed an adventure

game around them. The player selects a leader

who hits the streets, recruiting or buying team
members. Then begins the process of building

up skills and acquiring wealth and equipment.

At first one does this in a series of random en-

counters on the streets of several worlds —
taking jobs, selling loot, or in combat. Experi-

enced leaders then can go on a large number of

adventures.

The above description does not cover the

wealth of play value and excellent detail in this

game. There are subgames for using skills and
traveling the stars between planets. There is a

provision for designing one's own adventures

when the adventures provided are id! solved.

Extensive play revealed that there are a wealth

of options buried in the program. (I once- failed

a medical job and the patient's companions
attacked,)

However, there are flaws. The game is very

combat-oriented, with no real puzzles to solve

as in some text oriented adventure games. The
game runs slower as the number of characters

increases. The disks themselves could have been
of higher quality: with four people playing our

review disks are wearing out. Minor program-

ming flaws, such as the K-teleporter only send-

ing a character to the left side of the screen, aid

Player 1 . Lower -level characters often crash the

program with division-by-zero errors. One of

the most annoying flaws is a bad subscript

error in line 240 of tire computer’s planning

routine. This occurs most often in Sensitives

Guild adventures, or when one’s ship is at-

tacked by Gorsai pirates. If one did save at the

beginning of the adventure, just restart, then go

into player mode, and think schizophrenic. (I

am proud of one battle where I inflicted 70%
casualties on myself.) The adventure instruc-

tions arc not clear at all. It takes a while to mas-

ter the mechanics of adventure construction.

HERO GAMES PRESENTS

DVENTURERS
CLUB

THE HERO GAMES
QUARTERLY MAGAZINE -
AND NOW A CLUB, TOO!

Do you play Champions?
Espionage? Justice Inc.?

Privateer? Well, we’ve got

just the thing for you. The
Adventurers Club magazine is

a house organ dedicated to

Hero Gaines and Hero-related

products -- including Mercenaries,

Spies & Private Eyes, Autoduel

Champions, and the soon -to -be -

released SuperWorld adventure

with Champions stats. Each issue

of Adventurers Club contains a

complete adventure as well as articles

covering rules expansions and clarifica-

tions. The Adventurers Club magazine Is

quarterly now — and a subscription h
only $10,00,

True Hero Games fanatics who sub-

cribe to the Adventurers Club magazine

ill also want to join the Adventurers

Club itself! Membership in the club is

an additional $1 0,00 — and includes:

— A personalized membership card

good for discounts on Hero Games
products purchased at conventions!

— A newsletter of direct interest to

the Hero System, keeping you in-

formed of events and gaming groups!

— Free products as special gifts from us!

— Wonder Bucks

,

coupons good for cash off

selected Hero games products and services when
obtained from Hero Games!

Subscribe and join today!

HERO GAMES 92-A 21st Avenue San Mateo, CA 94402
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Most of the problems are only irritations as

long as you save the game every chance you get.

Galactic Adventures is a very fine game. It has

excellent graphics, a wealth of options, and the

game works. The price is high, but the cost per

hour becomes very low. I found that Galactic

Adventures is not a game that gets old fast. It is

an excellent addition to almost any adventure

gamer’s computer library.

- Norman J. Bendueh

PC ARCADE (Friendly soft); £49.95. Pro-

gramming by AJan Vanchura and others. One

disk, 30-page, x 8 3A” booklet in small 3-

ring binder. Arcade game assortment for IBM

PC with 64K, one disk and any monitor (no

graphic card or game card needed). Playing time

indefinite. Published 1 983

.

This Friendlyware arcade is a unique item:

ten arcade games for use in the text mode of

the IBM PC. The expensive Color/Graphie card

is not needed. The games are clones of some of

the popular best-seller arcade games, such as

“Gorilla Gorilla’" {Donkey Kong], “Star Fighter

TX-16” {Defender) and “ASCII MAN” {Pac

Man). The screen images arc ail cobbled out of

the ASCII set of letters, numbers, symbols and

shapes; game control is via a joystick or the

keyboard. Other features include a pause switch

which displays an important-looking graph on

the screen (so the boss thinks you’re working

on something official) and two-player option

on most of the games. The copy-protected

disk has a lifetime replacement guarantee.

I was a little disappointed with PC Arcade

at first: the graphics are dull, the colors unex-

citing, and most of the games lack some of the

features of the originals. But after many hours

of “Robot War” (Berzerk, sans Evil Otto) and

“Hopper” (a good rendition of Frogger) I’ve

become modestly enthusiastic about the set.

It’s a marvelous way to try out some of the bet-

ter arcade games without spending a bundle on

individual programs.

There axe a few problems with the set:

there is one bug which occasionally freezes

play on some of the games (fortunately cured

by rebooting)
;
a few of the games are dull and/

or poor adaptions from the original. A second

edition with such duds as “Shooter” and the

totally random “PC Derby” removed to make

room for more detail/adjustable skill levels in

the other games would be a better buy.

I highly recommend PC Arcade to PC users

who want to try arcade games but don’t care

about superb graphics or absolute fidelity to

the classics these games emulate. Hard-core

arcadists (arcadites? arcaders?) may be disap-

pointed, though.
— Stefan Jones

REIGN OF THE RED DRAGON (Adven-

ture International); $24.95, Written by David

Daring for the 48K TRS-80 Model 1 & 3. In-

cludes disk, eight-page instruction manual and

command prompt card. One to five players;

playing time several days. Published 1982.

This is a dungeon-type adventure. You and

up to four friends direct a group of five charac-

ters on a quest into a castle where you must

recover eight fragments of an ancient scepter.

The red dragon will then appear and must be

destroyed in combat.

Many options are available in this game.

For each character you choose from four char-

acter types and four professions. Each charac-

ter is given an initial supply of gold based upon

the difficulty level chosen. The gold is used

to outfit characters by buying from a list of

available supplies that varies with profession.

For example, only magicians can buy fireballs

while thieves can buy hiding cloaks, but either

can buy wine. The castle is medium-sized and

there Is an adequate variety of monsters with

well-defined and different characteristics. Nor-

mally you are shown an overhead view, but

when there is an encounter, die perspective

shifts to a face-on view. This lets you view your

adversary about as well as can be achieved

given the TRS-80 *s low resolution graphics. The

programming is in BASIC, but this actually is

an advantage: Speed is very acceptable; there

are no long wT
aits while a new section is drawn,

and BASIC programming makes it very easy to

modify the program as desired.

My biggest complaint about this program is

that there is a minor flaw in the save-game rou-

tine. The characters are saved, but their loca-

tion is lost. You must start over from the castle-

entry, This is a nuisance, but in a larger dun-

geon it would have been a fatal flaw. This pro-

gram could have been enhanced by sound ef-

fects and the animated encounters would have

been more fun if they were more challenging.

If you enjoy this type of program, I recom-

mend Reign of the Red Dragon as superior to

some similar programs available in this price

range.
— Bruce Campbell

MINIATURES

DESTROYERS II (Castle Creations); $3.

Pack #8 in the Villains and Vigilantes line.

Three 25mm Figures (metal) per pack. Released

1983.

This pack (and its brother. Destroyers I)

is the latest release in Castle Creation’s V&V
superhero line. Destroyers II contains: Rat-

man, a supervillain with rat’s tail, large pointed

ears and bulging muscles; Shapeshifter, a vil-

lain ess in one-picce uniform with a stretched-

out arm; and Behemoth, an 8* giant with bared

teeth and even bulgier muscles.

These Figures look unimpressive in their

packs, but a coat of paint makes all the differ-

ence. Behemoth is the star, with a wonderfully

ugly mug (he looks ready to snarl) and such de-

tails as teeth and toenails. Shapeshifter has

molded outlines for doing her uniform in two

colors {very convenient). There is little flash

and the bases rest flat,

Shapeshifter has a minor seam on her face -

the only visible seam in the set - that can be

tricky to remove. Behemoth’s base is too small

- he tips over. Ratman’s arms are mismatched,

Behemoth’s shorts are hard to locate (or is it

a g-string?}, and Shape shifter’s long arm will

“goose” any figure in front of her (careful

repositioning of the arm will cut down on the

funny remarks).

Behemoth would be a great accessory for

any collection. Shapeshifter and Ratman,

while not of display quality, are good enough

for game use. These Figures are much better

than they look in their pack - don’t overlook

this set,

- W. G. Armintrout

STARLINE 2200 (Task Force); $3,95-

$5.50. Miniatures for Star Fleet Battles , Re-

leased 1983.

Starline 2200 ships are produced by Task

Force for their Star Fleet Battles rules. Each

blister pack contains a lead cast ship, a clear

plastic stand, paint guide, and color facing

chart. Task Force produces nearly thirty ships,

of which four are reviewed here: the Romulan

Condor, Hydran Lancer, Gorn Destroyer, and

Lyran Heavy Cruiser,

The Romulan Condor ($5.50) is the most

impressive of the group, being a rather large,

one-piece casting. It is reminiscent of die

smaller Television’ warbird with some punch

behind it. The surface detail is excellent and the

surface finish is smooth (not pitted like large

castings tend to be). The Hydran Cruiser is a

CORRECTION

Through an error in the Space Gamer offices, the Schubel

& Son ad in issue 65 gave the wrong prices for the Starmaster

game.

The correct prices are $12.00 to enter, plus $3.50 per turn.

We regret the error. Don’t blame S&S — it really wasn’t

their fault - we’re sorry, honest . . .
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one-piece, triangulai ship. The Goui Destroyer

and Lyran Cruiser (all $3.95) are multi-piece

castings that assemble incredibly well.

The miniatures paint up nicely and, though

they were intended for gaming, make nice

collector’s Items. The castings are clean and
flash is minimal and easily removed. Con-
sidering the quality of most castings today,

Task Force is doing a fine job,

- Ed Andrews

STAR TREK - THE WRATH OF KHAN
(FASA); $ 1/figure. 25mm figures for Star Trek:
The RPG> Released 1983.

FASA has produced a series of figures de-

picting the crew of the starship Enterprise for

their Star Trek role-playing game. The figures

are blister-packed on an attractive card and
retail for one dollar. All the major characters

from the movie are represented.

The production is flawless; there was no
flash on any of the figures examined. The de-

tailing is accurate and crisp* The uniforms are

accurate and a painting guide is included on the

back of each card.

Unfortunately, the figures suffer thinness

and Jack of animation, A few, particularly the

Sulu figure, are quite striking in their action

poses. The majority of them, though, are unin-

spired. These figures come off stiff and flat.

A few arc even poorly proportioned* The Khan
figure is actually bending at the boots instead

of the knees.

These figures are quite passable as gaming
figures* Considering what they represent, and
the fact that this is FASA's debut into minia-

tures, J wish they were exceptional.

— Ed Andrews

PERIODICALS

ADVENTURERS CLUB (Hero Games);
$2.50/issue; S10*00/year subscription; $20
will also get a membership in the Adventurers
Club. Edited by Steve Peterson. Published

quarterly. 5W' x SVz” 32-page book.

Hero Games has come out with their own
magazine which features (naturally enough)
Champions and Espionage, as well as news of

what the heroes at Hero are doing and a letter

column edited by Foxbat (of Enemies II and
Champions II fame)*

There is a question and answer column as

well, very handy if you play the game(s) in

question (a waste of time otherwise). Included
in the first issue is a scenario for Champions

,

featuring villains from the original rulebook (a

great space saver). The adventure is all right,

but not as good as others IVe seen from them.
There are also columns on Espionage (featuring

package deals for police) and Champions
{featuring a couple of new power modifiers that

are easy to abuse if your players think that

way) and a column which features a new char-

acter for Champions (this time, The Exo-
Skeleton Man). These are ail worthwhile read-

ing if you play the game, possibly even if you
don't.

I don't like the smaller size; it doesn't fit

well with my other Champions material* It also

makes the maps a bit more cramped. For Trav-

eller, everything published is this size, but for

Champions only this magazine is 5Vi
iy x 8 3

/a”*

$ 2.50

PLUS

THE

MECHflUm
GHMBJT

- CHAMPIONS SCENARIO
BY MacDONALO
AND RAY GREFR

The Adventurers Club gets you a year’s sub-

scription to the magazine, as well as a quarterly

newsletter full of other worthwhile things and
a discount system of products ordered directly

from them*

If you GM a Champions campaign, I really

recommend tins magazine. If you GM Espio-

nage!, then it still might appeal to you. It is a

worthy addition to die Hero line.

— Russell Grant Collins
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Enemy positions burst into flame as a flight of A-8s

successful makes a strike. Rockets continue to pound

your infantry battalions, but shortly the bombardment

ceases as the A-6s silence the enemy artillery units. Col-

umns of armor move to exploit the breakthrough; victory

will soon be yours

,

For months your government had friendly relations with

Venezuela,
but his attack on your border units ended the

peace. Brazil never came to his aid, and now your powerful

air force and large army control over half of Venezuela and

all of his oil fields. His P-5 Is and infantry battalions are

no match for your A-6sf F-101s and heavy tanks ,
and he

has little hope for survival. Soon your forces will march on

Nicaragua and Ecuador,
and your quest will become reality

your quest for Global Supremacy.

Global Supremacy offers these features:

* Over eighty players compete in the same game for world

domination.

• An atlas of the world is used as the map, to provide for

an incredible amount of realism.

* Computer-assisted G amem aster moderation, with all

records stored on the computer.

• Turns can be submitted at any time for immediate

Global Supremacy is a battalion-level correspondence

war game of diplomacy, production, economics and con-

quest, allowing for both tactical and strategic decision-

making.

Each player begins as the leader of a country that has

survived the devastation wrought by a biological/nuclear

war between the United States and the Soviet Union. The

superpowers have been crushed, and the smaller countries

vie for valuable resources, strategic military bases and ulti-

mately for world domination

,

As commander-in-chief, you will decide what units your

production facilities will construct and where to deploy

your military forces. You might choose to build your

country into an industrial powerhouse, or to send your

mighty legions into combat to subjugate your neighbors

and loot their resources.

Most of the countries begin with a small industrial base

and the technology to build World War II type units. As

your country advances in technology, more powerful

forces can be constructed. Possible units include everything

from P'38s to F-14s, from Patrol Boats to Missile Cruisers

and from Mortar Bns to ICBMs mounting multiple MIRVed

nuclear warheads. Attack Subs, halftracks, ECM, B~52s,

helicopter gunships, SAMs and even orbiting missile plat-

forms. Everything you can think of is there in the largest,

most complex game put out in years. The possibilities for

combat and diplomacy are endless.

evaluation by the Gamemaster.

* Dozens upon dozens of different air, naval and land

units can be built.

* Extremely realistic computer -evaluated battles for even

the most complex of engagements.

Combining years of experience with new innovations in

gaming, Schubel & Son presents Global Supremacy. From

the makers of StarMaster and The Tribes of Crane ,
Global

Supremacy makes itself known.

The first piaytest of Global Supremacy ended in theater-

wide global thermonuclear war. Can you do better?

Global Supremacy can be entered for $8.50 which

includes the set up turn, a rule book and all necessary

materials. Thereafter, turns are $3,50 each, A rule book can

be purchased separately for $3.50,

Send to: Schubel & Son
PO Box 214845

Sacramento. CA 95821

Enter me in Global Supremacy.

Name

Address

City Slate Zip

1

© 1983 by Schubel & Son



SCANNER News from the World of SF Gaming
November/December 19S3 Edition

Delays, Disputes Plague Ringworld Project
Contract disputes between Chaosium

and the designers, and disagreements be-

tween members of the design team, have

delayed Chaoslum’s Ringworld project

seriously. Rudy Kraft, the original chief

designer, has now been replaced by John
Hewitt. Hewitt is a serious Larry Niven

fan rather than a gamer or game designer.

The “gaming” elements are now in the

hands of Sherman Kahn, Sandy Petersen,

and other Chaosium staffers.

According to Kraft, he had been more
than a year behind on the project (origi-

nally contracted in January 1982 for a

May 1982 completion), but had been in

weekly contact with Chaosium and re-

ceived constant encouragement. When the

manuscript was finally turned in, though,

it was rejected; Kraft was offered $200,
plus the $250 advance, in ‘‘full compensa-
tion.” Having contracted for a 1.5% roy-

aity off cover price, Kraft declined, but a

settlement was eventually reached under

which all his material except specific Ring-

world descriptions, and all material con-

tributed by co-designer Paul Reiche III, is

deleted from the final text. Kraft’s name
will still appear on the game.

Chaosium now has no projected release

date other than "early 1984” for the

Ringworld game. Kraft, on the other

hand, estimates that "if they work on it

constantly, they might get it out by Ori-

gins ’84. Rut I doubt it. Origins ’85, may-
be. It was originally a small project, but it

just kept growing.”

Whenever it appears, the game will fea-

ture a cover by Ralph McQuarrie, famed
for his Star Wars artwork. The painting

depicts the Ringworld arch, with giant

grass-eaters grazing below floating cities.

Chaosium has not disclosed the cost of

the painting, but according to Steve Per-

rin, it was "far more than we ever paid

for a cover.”

News Briefs
Emprise Games Acquires Gallactic

Imperium, The Assassin's Quest
Emprise Game Systems announces the

acquisition of Gallactic Imperium from
Simulations Unlimited of Georgia and The
Assassin's Quest from Dejager and Co. of

Canada. Former customers will be inform-
ed by mail of the changes and will have
the opportunity to obtain refunds of their

accounts from Emprise, Emprise expects

that Gallactic Imperium will now enter a

two-year period of redesign, reprogram-

ming and testing before it’s re-released.

Redesign and reprogramming of The
Assassin's Quest had already taken place

and Emprise plans to commence testing

of the game soon.

Autoduel Club Formed
The Guild has announced the forma-

tion of the Sunshine State Autoduel Club

(S.S.A.C.), which will be dedicated solely

FASA Corporation will introduce a new
line of inexpensive, small-format games
during the summer of 1984. All of the

games in this Micro Adventure Games
series w ill be based on science fiction films

and television programs. FASA has acquir-

ed rights to produce role-playing games,
board games, and metal miniatures based
on Paramount Pictures’ Star Trek III, as

well as Universal Pictures’ The Last Star-

fighter (a film due for release in the sum-
mer of 1984), and Battles tar Galactica.

A Battlestar Galactica boardgame will

to a continuing Car Wars campaign set in

Ocala, FL, circa 2033. Membership dues
are as follows: Associate Membership,

$7.50 per year; Permanent Membership,

January 6-8: DRAGONCON, SF/F gaming con.

Portland, ME. Contact Michael Ayotte, Drag-

on’s Keep, 93 Ocean St, South Portland,

ME 04106.

January 13-15: CRUSADER CON III. Gaming
con. Contact The Auraria Gamer’s Club,

Metropolitan State College, 1006 11th St.,

Box 39, Denver, CO 80204,
January 13-15: ESOTERICON. A con of the

Esoteric Arts, Contact Anne Pinzow, P.O.

Box 290, Monsey, NY 10952-0290.
February 4: EMERALD CGNQUEST’84 Board-

games, miniatures, and role-playing. Contact

EmCon ’84, 2180 Ohio. Eugene, OR 97402.
*February 10-12: WARGON ’84. Role-playing,

boardgaming, miniatures. Contact Wareon
’84, MSC-SPO, Texas A&M University, Col-

be released in May, with two Micro Ad-
ventures due later in the summer.

MUSE Software has released Titan

Empire by Ed Zarron. It is a space adven-

ture that teaches players about the solar

system while they play.

Sirius Software, Inc. has released Buz-
zard Bait

,
available for the Apple II and

IBM PC computers. The game pits the

player against three pairs of buzzards who
prey on humans in order to feed their

young.

$10 per year; and Lifetime Membership,
$100. Those interested in joining should

call or write Bill Hirschi, P.O. Box 943,
Ocala, FL 32678, (904) 629-3110.

lege Station, TX 77840,
February 17-19: BOSKONEXXL SF con. Con-

tact Boskone XXI, NESFA, P.O. Box G,

MIT Branch Station, Cambridge. MA 02139.
February 17-20: DUNDRACON VIII. (Gee,

we'd love to tell you what is going on at this

con, but the sponsors forgot to tell us,) Con-
tact DUNDRACON, 386 Alcatraz Ave., Oak-
land, CA 94618,

February 24^26 : WISCON 8. SF con. Contact
SF-3, Box 1624, Madison, WI 53701-1624.

February 25-26: GAME FAIRE ’84. Gaming
con. Contact Shannon Ahem, Book and
Game Company, West 621 Mallon, Spokane,
WA 99202, or call (509) 325-3358.

March 3-4: GOLD CON. Role-playing/wargam-
ing con. Contact John Dunn, Gold Con,
North Campus Library, 1000 Coconut Creek
B-lvd., Pompano Beach, FL 33066.

HIarch 9-11: COASTCON ’84. SF and gaming
con. Contact CoastCon ’84, P.O. Box 1423,

Biloxi, MS 39533.
March 16-18: LUNACON ’84. SF con. Contact

LUNACON ’84, P.O. Box 779, Brooklyn,

NY 11230.

March 16-18: TRI CON II. SF and gaming con.

Contact North Carolina State Gaming Soci-

ety, P.O. Box 37122, Raleigh, NC 27627.
March 17-18: CENTCON 84. Gaming con. Con-

tact Chairman Ronald E. Vincent, 471 Com-
monwealth Ave., New Britain, CT 06053.

*March 29-April 1: AGGIECON XV. SF con.

Contact AggieCon XV, P.O, Box J-l, CoT
lege Station, TX 77844.

SJ GAMES and SG will be attending the

conventions marked above with asterisks.

New & Upcoming Releases

Convention Calendar
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Introducing

an ALL NEW
ROLE PLAYING
SYSTEM!

EnterThe Victory Games Worldof
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Are you good enough
to be the worlds

most famous
secret agent?



POM Update
Adventures By Mail

Company News: This year we attended

ORIGINS *83 in Detroit In addition to exhib-

iting at the PBM display booth we held two

Adventures By Mail seminars and participated

in the PBM panel discussion with several other

PBM companies and Rich Buda of the mag-

azine Nuts & Bolts of Gaming. We would like

to thank all of our players who attended.

We enjoyed the feedback and discussions im-

mensely. All totalled we met about 50-60

of out players there. Naturally Beyond the Stel-

lar Empire was the most discussed game. This

was especially true since many high level play-

ers from the Imperials, GTT, AFT, SSL, FET
and SMS attended. We'd especially Eke to

thank Alan Binkow who arranged a special

party for all BSE players, at his own expense.

Beyond The Stellar Empire

A large IAN fleet wras defeated recently

after attempting to remove the Flagritz base on

OWL’s Lair in the Applecore System.

In retaliation for Community attacks against

the starports of GTT Borne and GTT Hypso,

the GTT has retaliated by attacking the Com-
munity home base of IND Yert’s Glory, The

GTT Valka, GTT Iron Maiden and GTT Grundy
County were all lost in this attack but Yert’s

Glory was heavily damaged from the bombard-

ment,

LCDR Baldwin of the IS S Relentless has re-

ported to the CPT that the planet EK1LL in the

Texas System has an atmosphere containing

a previously unknown hydrocarbon and that

it should be treated with caution.
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7
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Merger talks between the QFP and SMS
have ended in failure but rumors abound of an

impending WCE-QFP merger.

The new Spacdiner class starships are des-

tined to arrive in the Capellan Periphery short-

ly. It is expected they will be assigned to the

Capellan Periphery Passenger Service imme-

diately upon their arrival.

The Emperor announces tire end of the spe-

cial bonus for colonization of three or more

systems beyond the Capellan System,

Schubel & Son

The Tribes of Crane

Crane I: After a year and a half of civil war

the once-proud city of Xenia at last may have

achieved peace. The Grand Union’s High King-

lord had long been concerned about the events

in Xenia, and early in the Fighting had dis-

patched his envoy, Pragan, to observe the

actions of the participants. With liis observa-

tions complete and the war once again escalat-

ing, Pragan contacted the faction leaders to end

the fighting and to hold a formal court of in-

quiry.

Pragan has decided that Kingiord Baser

will become the new city leader; Wandering

Shaman Lytol will retain his present position

with a reduction of his powers; and War Sha-

man Vongax will be reassigned to the nearby

city of Zadar. Sygmata Khan was asked to

renounce his claim to the city leadership and

withdraw with his forces from Xenia and

Pragan, in turn, supervised the removal of

barricades and the withdrawal of hostile forces

before turning over the city leadership to Baser,

The Xenian civil war is finally over!

Crane II: For over a year the forces of the

Cult have battled those of Toucan, renegade

Shaman, formally of the city of Seam. Mean-

while, the Cult forces have suffered numerous

defeats, most notable of which was the rape of

Waiak and the sack of Dacca. The Cult’s only

remaining base in the area was the small city of

Zey and its city leader, Marcus, knew that he

must strike a killing blow at Toucan’s forces or

the city would surely fall.

Marcus, sailing north with the Cult fleet,

spotted Toucan and six allied tribes, less than

half his fleet! The Cult forces immediately at-

tacked, eight tribes in a frontal assault, two

tribes attacking the flanks and two raiding

forces attacking the rear, with three tribes in

reserve. What resulted was the greatest naval

clash in the history of Crane II. In the end, the

Cult fleet was victorious. Continued fighting is

expected as both sides rush in reinforcements.

StarMaster

In the 4th Dimension, the well known
Valkyrian Empire is once again on the ram-

page, apparently attempting to conquer the

entire dimension! Their first victims were the

Chronometric Humans of Chronos #3, who
were completely destroyed. The next Valkyrian

target would be Chronos #2, home of the Red
Gammau Cvbernauts.

The Gammau Cybemauts are a strange Hfe-

—44-

form that is a fusion of protoplasm and ma-

chine. They build themselves into hundreds of

diverse shapes to perform any task. Several hun-

dred years ago the Gammau Cybernauts at-

tempted to invade the 3rd dimension in an at-

tempt to end incursions into the 4th dimen-

sion; their invasions were disorganized and

unsuccessful

In the first attack on Chronos #2 a terrible

battle ensued; only a single War Globe, the

Gammau flagship, survived.

The Valkyrian s attacked before the Cyber-

nauts could rebuild their defenses. Chronos #2
is now free of space defenses, virtually defense-

less; only Chronos #1 remains free ofValkyrian

dominance.

Starventure

In the Ulysses system the destroyer Got-

Ya-1 has been wreaking havoc with its newly

equipped space fighter. The Got-Ya-1 recently

attacked the destroyer Asgard and damaged the

destroyer Eric and the medium freighters

Moire and Shenandoah. Elsewhere, in the

Proeyon system the destroyer ASP DC attacked

and captured the light freighter Rubscrub and

in the Ptolemy system the ground party SWAT
attacked and captured the small, Eghtly de-

fended colony UNKNOWN.

Capps & Capps

Gaktc-Tac

Just a reminder: The last number in your

account number tells what galaxy you are in!

Galaxy /. A couple of ship battles have

occurred and meetings for negotiations are

being set up.

Galaxy II: There arc rumors of a large fleet

taking up three quadrants. There have been lots

of hit and run (“HIDE & SEEK GAMES”) be-

tween several empires. One quadrant remains

very peaceful and quiet.

Galaxy III: There arc some “peacefuV y

meetings in progress. A fewT empires have sent

more ships out to explore the stars!

Galaxy IV: The party is underway! Nearby,

a small battle happened and there arc rumors

that prisoners were taken. This incident has

alerted a few Commanders to be more, say, cau-

tious.

Galaxy V: There are some empires that did

not waste any time in building up forces and

there have been several attacks and little

exploring of the galaxy.

Galaxy VI: Things are very quiet. No action

in the skies yet.

Galaxy VII: The Supreme Commanders of

the different empires are busy building ships,

training cadets at their Academies, assigning

and Welcoming ministers and a little exploring

has begun.

Galaxy Vlff: Closed out on June 20th,

1983. Just received their rule books and during

August will be setting up their worlds and

having their first turn.

Galaxies IX through XIV: OFENED FOR
PLAYERS!

Galaxy XV: (A big maybe) If there is

enough response to the invitation this galaxy

will exist. This game is the “overseas” game

that has been requested by several players! It is

recommended for those that axe in the services,

CANADA, ENGLAND — anywhere overseas

and for those with little time for two turns a

month. If we get enough responses, the players

wEl choose between a four week or a six week

turn-around time. There must be at least eight

players for this “game to be .

"

-War Mongrel



Let Ral Partha’s Fantasies Go Bump
In Your Night.

02-016

02-070

02-250 Goblin-Imp, sword (2) uo
02-251 Goblin-Imp. spear (2) 1,10
02-252 Goblin-imp, sword,

wolfhide
(
2 ) i,io

02-253 Goblln-lnip, spear (2) uo
02-254 Goblin-Imp, halberd (2) .... . 1.10

02-255 Goblin-Imp Archer (2) l.io

02-257 Goblin Standard Bearer . . . , i.to
02-258 Goblin, horn , . UO
02-239 Goblin Beater UO
02-260 Goblin, scimitar uo
02-261 Goblin, mace i.io
02-262 Armored Goblin Archer . . . I.IO
02-263 Goblin Archer uo
02-264 Goblin Archer . . i.io

02-265 Goblin, sword 1,10
02-266 Goblin, axe i.io
02-267 Goblin, club i.io

02-26S Goblin, halberd uo
02-269 Goblin Leader i.io
02-270 Ore, spear uo
02-272 Ore, sword uo
02-273 Ore, spear i.io
02-275 Ore, mace . . uo
02-278 Ore Archer i.io
02-279 Ore Leader no
02-276 Ore Beater i.io

02-277 Ore, horn , . . . no
02-290 Great Wolf no
02-293 Great wolf, Rider, javelin . . no
02-294 Great wolf, Rider, bow .... i.io

02-295 Great Wolf, Rider, sword . . 1,10
02-296 Greaf Wolf, Rider, spear . . . no
Some figures may require assembly.

NEW “PERSONALITIES AND
THINGS THAT GO BUMP IN THE
NIGHT/* SCULPTED BY TOM
MEIER,
Winner of the “Best Fantasy/Science
Fiction Figure Series. 1982 “ H.G.
Wells Award at Origins

’83 .

0M09 cloud Giant 7.00
01-110 Devils (3) with separate

heads (4) 4,50
01-111 Demons (3) with separate

heads {4) 4,50
01-112 Paladin, mounted and

on foot 4.00
01-116 Belladona Knight on

Plague Fly 5,00

COMING IN OCTOBER
01-113 Gargoyles (3) 4,00
01-114 Thieves (4) 4.50
01-115 Half Ores (4) 4,50
oi-i!7 Boogie Men (3) . . , 4.00
Oi-iis Giant Werebear and Man 4.50
01-119 Oriental Werecreatures —

Weretiger (ij and
Fox Spirit (2) 4.50

01-121 Hill Giant 4.50
01-123 Drakken 3.50

Oi-lllA

FANTASY COLLECTOR SERIES
Single Piece Blister Packs
Sculpted by Tom Meier

Now our award-winning Fantasy
Collector Series figures are available
in single piece blister packs, until
now, these figures were available
only in packs of six infantry or three
cavalry. Because of iheir popularity
as role-playing figures, we have
repackaged these elves, ores, dwarfs
and wolfriders to meet this demand.

02-201 Wood Elf, bow i.io

02-202 Wood Elf, bow, sword 1..10

02-203 Wood Elf, bow 1.10

02-204 Wood Elf, pike I.IO

02-205 wood Elf Cavalry 2.00
02-206 Sea Eif. pike 1.10

02-207 Sea Elf, pike 1.10

02-208 Sea Elf, sword L1G
02-209 Sea Elf, axe 1.10

02-210 High Elf. sword LIO
02-211 High Elf, sword . . 1.10

02-212 High Elf, spear . 1.10

02-214 High Elf, bow 1.10

02-215 High Elf Cavalry 2.00
02-216 Elf Horse Archer . . 2.00
02-217 Elf, horn UO
02-219 Elf Leader 1,10

02-221 Deep Ell, bow uo
02-223 Deep Elf, halberd . UO
02-225 Deep Elf Cavalry 2.00
02-226 Ualfllngs, spear, scythe (2) UO
02-227 Halflings, bow, sling {2} . .1.10

02-228 Halfling, axe, shield (2) . , . . . 1,10

02-229 Mounted Halfling, club UO
02-230 Mounted Halfling. axe UO
02-231 Dwarf, spear . , 1,10

02-233 Dwarf, axe 1.10

02-234 Dwarf, sword uo
02-235 Dwarf, axe I.IO

02-236 Dwarf, hammer. uo
02-237 Dwarf, mattock uo
02-238 Dwarf, crossbow 1.10

02-239 Dwarf Leader uo
02-240 Dwarf, trumpet 1.10

02-241 Dwarf Drummer . 1.10

02-242 Dwarf Standard Bearer uo

Ral Partha. More Than Just a Fantasy.
Rat Partha Enterprises * 5938 Carthage Court • Cincinnati, Ohio 452 i2 - Toll Free 1-800-543-0272 - In Ohio 1-513-631-7335 In Canada: RAFM Co„ Inc.
19 Concession St. - Cambridge. Ontario, Canada nik 206 * 1-519-623-4832 * Orders Under $30,00 Add 51.50 Postage and Handling, * C.O.D. Orders Add An Additional $ 1.50
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send check or money order to:

WEST END GAMES, INC.

251 West 30th St., New York, N.Y. 10001 FG / E YM
.$T 0.00 [Z Campaigns of Napoleon S15.GQ

.$ 1 8 . 00 Coo n t er t rays

.S12.00 (3 per package) - - -S 6.00

,515.00 Q 4 Color blank counter sheets

.S25.00 [4 per package) -$ 6-00

.Si 2.00 Please send me you r catalogue

Bug Eyed Monsters—
Killer Angels

pi Operation Badr ........

The Last Panzer Victory

p Imperium Romanum .
.

.

Kamakura

Name

Address

State Zip Cc

New York State residents add applicable sates tax

From the Designer of

CREATURE THAT
ATE SHEBOYGAN®
TRADEMARK OF TSR, INC.

i The new Science
andFantasy line

WEST ENEMAME


